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Registration Figures
Given For Area Schools
Registration for Calloway County High
School and three elementary centers,
,East, North, and Southwest, was held on
Monday with the first full day of school in
session today.
Calloway County High School has a total
of 878 registered for the 1975 fall term,
according to lion McAlister, school
principal. He said this was about the same
enrollment as last year,.
Figures for the four classes were as
follows: Freshman 241, Sophomores 250,
Juniors 207, and Seniors 180, MCAli..ster
said.
Enrollment at North Elementary
School, located on North Sixteenth Street
Extended, was released as 674 this mor-
ning. Johnny Bohannon is principal at
North.
The enrollment for Southwest
Elementary School, located on the Wiswell
Road, was listed as 446 this morning.
Principal at Southwest is Roy Cothran.
Enrollment figures at East Elementary
School, located on the Pottertown Road,
were not complete, a school official said.
Bob Allen is principal at East.
City Tc'oc Bills
Include SchooUTax
The City of Murray tax bills which have recently been mailed out include taxes
for the Murray Independent School District. This collection by the Citi is being
done at the request of the Board and will Ile the first time that the City has been the
collecting agency for the Murray City Schools.
Taxpayers should be advised that this is a shift in tax payment and not an in-
crease due to collection. It should be pointed out that the amount of school tax paid
this year will be increased over last year but the increase is not due to the shift
from the sheriff to the City as the collecting agent. The amount of school tax is
found by multiplying_the rate times.assessment. jails amount tvpuirl lzh
reksirt- ileSfof-th-e -collecting agent. —
Those taxpayers residing in the Murray Independent District will paying
their city school tax at City Hall and the tax bill from the stleriff)411fice will no
longer include the city school taxes.
Middlepepi Charges
Up Fo arm Produce
WA.SHIN • (AP) - Middlemen's
charges sr a selected marketbasket of
U.S rm-produced foods rose more last
than they had declined in the three
previous months together, an Agriculture
Department report Shows.
The -Agriculture Department's
Economic Research Service said Monday
that the farm value of the products in its
marketbasket of 65 foods rose 4.1 per cent
from June to July, to a level 13 per cent
over April and 15 per cent over the
previous year.
The spread between farm value and the
retail price rose 2.9 per cent from June to
July to a level 1.8 per cent above what it
was in April and 9.8 per cent above a year
ago.
The spreads include costs and profits
and their calculation and are hotly
disputed by supermarket chains.
The retail cost of the marketbasket in
the second quarter was up 0.7 per cent
from the first three months of the year.
The Agriculture Department expects
figures for the current quarter and the last
three months of the year to show a sizable
boost and then a slight leveling at retail,
with widening margins.
Over-all, food prices this year are now
expected to average 9 per cent above the
1974 average.
That is slightly higher than the depart-
ment predicted in the spring before
demand for U.S. grain from other nations,
especially the Soviet Union, sparked that
market and hot, dry weather in the Great
Plains forced small reductions in the 1975-
76 supply estimates.
The June-to-July changes in the market-
basket picture meant that farmers took
home an additional 0.3 of a cent of the con-
sumer food dollar, for a total of 43.1 cents
compared to April's 40.5 cents.
Possibly Rabid
Dog Missing
A male medium size, brown shorthaired,
bob tail, part bull dog strayed or was taken
from the Calloway County Dog Pound on
Sunday, August 24. This dog is suspected of
having RABIES and was under quaran-
tine, according to R. L. Cooper, ad-
ministrator of the Calloway County Health
Department.
Cooper said unless this dog is found
within ten days, the person bitten will have
to start the series of Rabies Shots.
Any one knowing the whereabouts of the
dog or any information concerning the
animal, is asked to please contact the
Calloway County Health Department or
the Murray Police Department.
Cooper said no charges will be brought
as the main concern is to find the dog to
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ON A HOT SUMMER DAY-Sixteen-month old Julie Waldrop beats the heat by
going for a swim in her backyard in Murray. _That is, going swimming after she
removes her clothes. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Waldrop.
Photos by Wilson Woolley
Carroll-Caiis-F-er-Evidence Or New Course To
Apology on Charges by Opponent Be Offered At
Murray State
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - Gov. Julian
Carroll has said a probe found no evidence
us finan.:e department by-Passed a
qualified low bidCer and gave a contract to
a higher one.
Carroll Monday asked Robert Cable, his
Republican ,foe in the November gover-
nor's race, to provide evidence to back up
that charge which Gable made last week,
or else to apologize publicly.
Gable, meanwhile, called a news con-
ference Monday to say again that Carroll
was being dishonest on the collective bar-
gaining issue.
Larry Van Moose, executive director of
Kentucky's Republican Party, said later
one example of a contract hot going to the
low bidder involved hand cleaner. He said
a bid was opened June 29 of 52 cents for 16-
ounce cans, but the contract went to
another firm that offered 15 ounce cans for
55 cents each.
The information could not be checked
immediately.
Gable and Van Hoose said they did not
itraiw if they would give more specific in-
formation to the Carroll administration
1
because of its apparent "inability to check
it out.
Gable earlier said Carroll's position on
collective bargaining for public employes
showed his "very dismal record as to
honesty."
He played a tape on which Carroll said:
"At no time during my 14 years (of public
life), nor do I now, advocate unionization
of public employes." He also read a July 17
news story quoting Carroll as saying: "I
never had the opportunity to cast a vote for
collective bargaining."
Gable pointed to the General Assembly's
official journal, which showed Carroll
voting for bills in 1968 and 1970 that were
entitled: "An Act Relating to Collective
Bargaining for Public Employes."
Carroll's press secretary, John Michold,
said later Carroll has responded to the
statements several times. He indicated he
felt there was no need to add to that.
Carroll has said the 1968 and 1970 bills
were not collective bargaining measures
because of their no-strike clauses and
other restrictions.
He also has said he would veto any bill
that allowed strikes by empleN
providing essential services or that pre-
cluded or abrogated taxing rights of local
officials. He has said he would veto a bill
vilating an employe's right to be under a
type of civil service system.
Gable said no-strike clauses "have
proven to be pretty useless."
"There have been more than 1,200
strikes by public employes," Gable said.
"Eighty-two per cent of those were in
states having no-strike clauses."
Gable also said Carroll has made "a
campaign fetish" about publicizing his In-
come tax reforms but he said Carroll
never has filed those returns with a public
agency, as Gable has.
During the democratic primary last
spring, Carroll revealed to newsmen his
income tax returns dating back to5 1971)
when he became lieutenant governor.
While running for lieutenant governor that
year, he disclose d income information for
the years he mi.§ a state representative
from McCracken County.
(See Carroll, Page 101
A new course focused on the legal
questions raised by the changing roles of
women and men in society will be offered
on Thursday evenings at Murray State
University during the fall semester.
Entitled General Business 548, Women
and the Law, the class will meet from 6 to 9
p.m. in Room 402 of the Business Building
beginning Aug. 28. Part-time students may
register at the first class meeting.
Don Overbey, a local attorney with
considerable experience in the area of sex-
based discrimination, will be the in-
structor for the course initiated by the
College of Business and Public Affairs on
the campus.
The course, open to upper-level students
and adults in the community for three
semester hours of credit, will include a
study of legal cases involving the status of
women and men under the Constitution
( traditionally versus currently ) and the
impact of changing laws on employment,
education, and other areas. The
discriminatory effect on both women and




A Tappan company employe is listed in
satisfactory condition this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, after
being struck by a lead pellet allegedly
fired from a slingshot near the local plant
early today.
According to the Calloway County
Judge's office, Jack E. Thomas was jailed
after a warrant was issued for him for
wanton endangerment in the first degree,
in connection with the incident today. Bond
was set at $2,580.
The Tappan company employe, Louis
Maldonado, was hospitalized for treat-
ment of a head injury sustained when the
lead pellet, believed to have been shot
from a sling shot, struck him.
Message Delivered
The incident occurred, according to
local law officials, after striking members
of U.A.W. Local 1068 blocked company











No date has been set for a preliminary
hearing for Thomas, according to the
office of County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Wanton endangerment is a Class D felony,
and carries a maximum penalty of one to
five years.
Ample Electric Supply
For' State; Expt- sive—
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Kentuckians
can be assured of a good supply of elec-
trical energy in the future - but it could
end up being priced so high that it's a
luxury item.
That was the message delivered by the
chairman of the Tennessee Valley
Authority and by the secretary of the
Department For Human Resources Mon-
day before the Special Advisory Com-
mission on Electric Utility Rates and
Regulations.
TVA Chairman Aubrey J. Wagner said
the cost of borrowed money and general in-
flation are factors in the increased cost of
electricity, but that "skyrocketing" coal
prices have been the biggest factor.
"AS the price of coal woes, so goes the
price of electricity," he said.
Wagner said there are two basic con-
cerns: Whether there will be an adequate
supply of electrical energy and whether we
will be able to afford it.
He said coal is only a short term solution
to the problem.
"I firmly believe that if we permit
energy.to be priced so high that it becomes
a luxury item, we will destroy the quality
of living that we enjoy in this country
today," he said.
Wagner said the only "viable" alter-
native to fossil fuels such as natural gas
and oil is nuclear power, and he said TVA
is developing nuclear plants to produce
electrical energy.
Leslie Dawson, secretary of the state
Natural Resources Department, said
families at all income levels have been
jolted" by recent increases in electric rat-
ss, but that the effect on low income
families has been "devastating."
Dawson said he could not offer the coin-
mission solutions, but wanted to make its
members and the general public aware of
what those increases have done to persons
living on fixed or limited incomes.
He said his staff analysts estimate that
electrical utility rates have increased by
56 per cent in the last 10 years, with most
two years, with most of that coming in
recent months.
Low income families have been forced to
divert income from other basic needs to
pay for electricity, he said.
-In addition to shelter, food, clothing,
medical and transportation costs in-
creases, which are impacting families at
all income levels, utilities other than elec-
tricity have increased to the point of vir-
tually pricing low income families out of
the market," he said.
The blue ribbon advisory commission
was appointed last June by Gov. Julian
Carroll to make a "comprehensive eval-
uation of all major facets of the electrical
energy problem in Kentucky." The group
is supposed to make its report to the gover-
nor by Dec. 1.
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy, warm and humid with
thundershowers likely today. High in the
upper 80s and low 90s. Partly cloudy with a
chance of thundershowers tonight and
Wednesday. Low tonight in the upper 60s
High Wednesday in the mid to upper 80s.
Thursday partly cloudy and warm.
v..10
AT REALTOR MEETING-U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard Jr., left, talks with
the Murrav-Calloway County Realtor Board President fohn Neubauer. Hubbard
addressed the August menthly meeting of the group recently.
- photo bt, Wilson Wo011ey
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What's the difference between a
psychiatrist and a psychologist? They are both called
"doctor." Can you tell me without using a lot of big words?
F.A.
DEAR F. A.: try. A psychiatrist is also a
PHYSICIAN and, as such, has • degree in medicine. A
psychologist does not.
They both treat people with emotional and mental
problems, however.
A psychiatrist (because of his medical credentials) is
licensed to prescribe drugs to his patients. A psychologist is
not.
DEAR ABBY: Five years ago, our daughter-in-law (Nell)
divorced our son, saying she was going to marry a very rich
man. Our son was all broken up because he and Nell had two
little girls, ages 7 and 9.
After the divorce, the girls went to live with their mother,
and our son took them for weekends and holidays, and
maintained a wonderful relationship with them.
Now our son is marrying a fine young woman. She loves
our grandaughters, and they love her. The girls (now 11 and
13) have been invited to the wedding, but Nell is raising a
big fuss, sayings.they may not go because it is "improper."
Where was Nell's sense of propriety when she left our son
for a- married maa (also with -a. family)- who hasn wisnied
her yet—and no doubt never will?
Please reply soon.
GRANNY
DEAR GRANNY: Her sense of propriety was apparently
out to lunch. She is mistaken. There is nothing improper
about the girls attending their father's wedding.
DEAR ABBY: Our problem is' an unusual one. My
husband's parents have recently adopted a boy of 10, and
they have decided (with the boy's permission) to change the
boy's name.
Michael Joseph is my father-in-law's name. My husband,
now in his early 20s, was named "Michael Joseph" after his
father.
Now listen to this: My father-in-law wants to name his
newly adopted son "Michael Joseph" after himself. The
excuse my father-in-law has for naming two sons after him
is that my husband is called "Mike" (a natural nickname for
Michael), but this new son, his father insists, will be called
" Michael" or "Junior."
Are we being childish ip objecting to another son in the
family having the same name as my husband?
It will be terribly confusing because we all live in the
same city.
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLED: It would appear that your
father-in-law is on an ego trip. You are not childish; your
father-in-law is.
CONFIDENTIAL TO S. IN ATLANTA: Some people
who come for the inheritance wind up paying for the funeral.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to. ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,




Murray TOPS Club will meet




on "Indoor Landscaping" will
be taught by Juanita Amonett at
the Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, at 9:30 a.m.
Craft lesson "Macrame"
hanging pots for homemakers
will be taught by Wild Rasp-
berry personnel at one p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center.
Dexter and Almo Senior
Citizens will meet at the Dexter
Center at 9:30 a.m.
Activities will be at Senior
Citizens Community Center on
North 2nd Street at one p.m.
with a Fire Department official
to be guest speaker.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
P.m,
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Freda Butterworth as
hostess.
Nature's Pantry, leisurely
walk, will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at nine a.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Henry
Fulton as chairman of the
hostesses.
Thursday, August 28
Welcome back potluck supper
' ''*111 be herby' Itte-SatittiViciStr-
Elementary- School OTC at
seven p.m. at the school




will be at ten a.m. in the social
hall of First United Methodist
Church. A salad potluck lun-
cheon will be at noon. The
Council meeting will be at one
p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens.
Craft workshop on Macrame
for Senior Citizens will be at St.
John's Center, 1620 West Main
Street, at 10:30 a.m.
Friday, August 29
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Garner and three sons
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Pridemore, 804 North 17th
Street, at 7:30 p.m. For in-
formation call 753-9686 or 753-
0748.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Big K and downtown
will be at 12.30 p.m.
Attention Veterans!
Murray State University is offering four more courses in agriculture
approved for veterans' benefits this fall. These courses will relate to
production agriculture in West Kentucky and the surrounding region.
Each carries three (3) credit hours and will be taught in the Applied
Science Building. They are:
AG 190 - (Introduction to Production Agriculture)
9 a.m. to 12 noon-Saturdays
AG 191 - (Introduction to Livestock Enterprises)
7 to 10 p.m.-Tuesdays
AG 192 - (Introduction to Crop Enterprises)
7 to 10 p.m.-Thursdays
Ag 199 - (Practicum in Production Agriculture)
1 to 4 p.m.-Saturdays
You may register either of these dais
Thursday, August 28, 7 p.m.
Saturday, August 30, 9 a.m.
(Veterans should bring a copy of their military discharge and evidence
of dependents)
For Additional Information Contact





Miss Nancy Fay Clark
Becomes The Bride Of
Russel Glenn Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Glenn Hopkins
, Miss Nancy *Fay Clark gown of double knit with white
beramw-=the-,‘bride-TotoRtmset—tiqrs."
Glenn Hopkins on Wednesday,
July 23, at the Independence
United Methodist Church,
Almo. Rev. James R. Hale
performed the double-ring
ceremony at two p.m.
The bride is the younger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Clark of Benton
Route One. The groom is the
younger son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Buel Hopkins of Dexter
Route One.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before a wedding
arch decorated with yellow
daisies accented by boltic ivy.
White satin bows marked the
family pews.
As the guests arrived, they''
registered in the vestibule of the
church. Beside the bride's book
and yellow feather pin was a
small wicker basket which held
the rice bags. The register table
was attended by Miss Dortha
Prather and Mrs. Vicky
Copeland.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Sherrell
Wyatt, cousin of the bride. The
program included "Love
Story," "The Way We Were,"
and "Color My World."
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents, en-
tered on a white bridal carpet
laid by Dicky Burkeen
Bride's Dress
The bride's gown was
fashioned of white soft polyest•an.
organza, with lavish lace trim
on the front bodice, tops of
sleeves, bands down the front of
skirt, front hemline, and sleeve
cuffs. A square neckline ac-
cented the front and back. The
softly flared skirt was gently
shirred at the sides. The bridal
headpiece was a chapel length
matilla with an open Camelot-
style lace cap with nylon tulle
matilla edged in lace to match
her gown.
She also wore a cultured pearl
pendant, — as something
borrowed from her aunt,_Orpha
Lager, and matching earrings a
gift from her aunt. She carried a
nosegay of white daisies and
white babies breath.
'Serving the bride as matron
of honor was Mrs. Ted Thomp-
son, the .bride's sister. Her
bridesmaid was Mrs. Terry
Clark, sister-in-law of the bride.
Both attendants wore gowns
of yellow knit that featured
empire waists with ruffled shirt
and neck. To complete the
ensemble they wore white
garden 'hats with yellow
flowered streamers to match
the gowns, and carried
bouquets of white daisies and
yellow roses.
Carl Ellis, brother of the
groom, served as best man. The
groomsman was Ronald
Hopkins, also brother of the
groom. Ushers were Rieky and
Dicky Burkeen, cousins of the
groom. .
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Clark chose a light orchid
'gown of crepe knit designed
with long sleeves of sheer voile
with matcbkig accesories. Mrs.
Clark's gown was fashioned by
. her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Terry
Clark,
Mrs. Hopkins, mother of thy
groom, chose a blue sleevP I
Each mother wore a corsage
of white carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Airs. Steve Higgins and Mrs.
Carl Ellis served at the bride's
table which was draped in
yellow underskirts covered with
yellow net table cloths. The
center piece was a floral
arrangment of daisies, yellow
roses, and white babies breath
flanked by yellow candles.
Cake, nuts, and mints were
served with gala punch.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Cargill,
grandparents of the groom,
Carolyn Cargill of- Paducah,
Mrs. Orpha Lager, Mrs. Pat
Bailey and Robin of Crystal
City, Mo.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to the
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park.
The couple is now residing on
Dexter Route One.
Prenuptial events held in
honor of the bride-elect incllided
a household shower given by
Mrs. Ted Thompson, and Mrs.
Terry Clark; a household
shower given by Mrs. Steve
Higgins, Mrs. Gary Burkeen,
and Mrs. Marilyn Burkeen; a
kitchen shower given by Miss
Mary Beth Hayes and Miss
Debbie Garrett and a personal
shower given by Mrs. Vicky
Copeland, Miss Dortha Prather,
and Mrs. Carolyn Henson.
EASY DINNER
Frying Chops Potatoes
Mandarin Squash Green Salad
Cookies Iced Tea
MANDARIN SQUASH_




e 2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1 tablespoon dark brown
sugar
Yr teaspoon salt
Ls teaspoon nutmeg .
11-ounce can Mandarin
oranges, well-drained
Put the squash in a saucepan
cver very low heat or in a
double-boiler over boiling water
and heat, turning often, until
thawed. Or thaw squash in re-
frigerator or in a microwave
oven.) Add the remaining in-
gredients except the oranges;
stir until butter melts. Just be-
fore serving, fold in the or-




The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church held a breakfast at
Perkins Pancake House on
Sunday, August 17, at eight a.
m.
Mrs. Wayne Flora gave the
invocation.
Those present were
Mesdames Ben Trevathan, Joe
Pat Ward, Vernon Shown, Karl
Hussung, J. B. Burkeen, James
Rogers, Hugh Noffsinger, W.
Rudolph Howard, Wavle Flora,
and Virgil Harris.
Murray College High
Class Of 1960 Has
Reunion, Triangle
The 1960 Graduating Class of
Murray College High School
recently held its 15th class
reunion at the Triangle Inn in
Murray.
In the absence of the
president of the class, Jerry
Speight was the master of
ceremonies. As part of the
program, letters describing
members of the class were read
and the names guessed to fit the
Shower Planned Friday
For The Garner Family
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Garner and three sons
will be held Friday, August 29,
at the Pridemore home, 804
North Seventeenth Street,
Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
The event is for the Garner
family who lost their home and
contents by fire Friday night.
Their children are Darren who
wears a 14 slim pants and 14
shirt, Roger and Kevin who
wear 12 slim pants and 12 shirt.
Hosting the shower will be
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Pridemore
and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Rushing who said no invitations
are being sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to
participate in the event for the
family whose home and con-
tents were destroyed.
For information persons may
call Dorothy Pridemore, 753-
9686, or Peggy Rushing, 753-
0748,
Rep. Kenneth Imes Speaker For
Murray B, 8 P. Women's Club
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club met
Thursday, August 21, at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Woman's






composed of Annie Nance,
Laurine Doran, Katy Outland
And Bea Hughes, was in charge
of the program. Mrs. Nance
introduced Kenneth Imes, who
told the duties and respon-
sibilities of state legislators. He
also instructed the group in
getting a bill passed through the
House and Senate.
Guests were Mrs. Iva Barton
of Columbus, Ohio, Mrs.
Virginia Strohecker. Mrs.
In the bag
You can barbecue all types
of meats, including poultry, in
oven bags. Use bottled or
homemade barbecue sauce
bolstered with one to two
teaspoons hickory smoke
flavoring for that great out-
door taste Combine recipe in-
gredients in oven cooking hag
at night or early morning:
refrigerate; cook that night
Great routine for the cook
who works outside the home.
Before cutting baby's
fingernails, Put a bit of talcum
powder on the palm of your
hand and draw his fingers
through it. Once the tips of thc
nails fills with powder it is eas).
to see where to cut the nails
Fannie Stubblefield, Mrs. Ruth
Gonzales and Mrs. Ginny
Shropshire, all of Murray.
Frances Shea, Linda Carter,
Opal Roberts, Jessie
Shoemaker, Rubye Pool and
_Betty Lou Hilk.repre.se the-.
Sfurray Mb at the summer
board meeting in Louisville on
August 16 and 17 and gave
reports on the meetings.
description.
Each class member gave a
report about themselves.
Letters from class members
unable to attend were read.
The decorations consisted of
red, white and blue candles and
an arrangement of red, white
and blue flowers, which were
later placed on the grave of
Billy Joe Adams, a former
member of the class.
Persons attending the reunion
were: Mr. and Mrs. Keys
McCuiston (Janice Phillips ),
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wicker
(Betty Thomas), Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Speight, (Sonja Jones),
Mr. and Mrs. Terry McClard
(Janice Suiter ), Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Barnett: Mrs. Eurie
Flood (Frances Westerman),
Mrs. Will Ed Travis (Fay
White), Mr. and Mrs. Lenice
Coles (Joan Carroll), Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Houston Patricia
Overby), Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Herndon and Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Winchester.
Plans were made for the 20th




Mr. and Mrs. Bill Fulton and
daughters, Jill and April, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., were the
weekend guests of his mother,




sons, Michael and Allen, of Mt.
Olive, N. C., were the recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ora
King, Murray Route Four.
We are pleased to announce
that Jane Rice, bride elect of
Don Bailey, has selected her
pottery, pewter flatware and
crystal from our complete
bridal registry.
Jane and Don will be married




Jane Rice arid Don Bailey
For a better ittielerstatiditi,4;
YOUR CHILD, HIS SCHOOL,
HIS GROWTH and HIS PROBLEMS
foin .vour local
Parent-Teacher Assn.
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of values this day, then your
picture is NOT in focus. You
should be scaling the heights of
inspired thinking.
f j SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
The ambitious Arien should
find this day a most challenging




(Apr. 21 to May 21) t$
Fine aspects encourage
clever action, but don't set up
hazards for yourself through
haste, superfluous moves,
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Emphasize sympathy, af-
fability, sincerity. Don't spend
all you've earned monetarily,
but double your spending in
friendship, wholehearted in-
terest in the good things of life.
Miss Karen Burkeen, August
30th bride-elect of Jimmy Dan
Kelso, was the honoree at a
surprise personal shower given
by the Young Peoples Sunday
School Class of the Sugar crtelt.
Baptist Church on Friday,
August 15, at seven p. m. at the
church.
The honoree arrived with her
mother to make special
arrangements for her coming
wedding, and the group was at
the church to surprise her with
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Keep ears attuned for really
useful hints; recognize the
valued efforts of others;
transfer good ideas to your own
program.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 29) /24g
Being a natural leader, others
now look to you for guidance,
incentive. Supply both gener-
ously. They will be grateful and
you will reap compensating
reward.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A new goal in mind? Stop tc
ascertain first what is really
required, then figure out the
best avenues to its achieve-
ment.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 'Min
If there is a fragile conception
the special event.
Serving as hostesses were
Miss Paulette Ross, Miss
Debbie Miller, and Mrs. Hazel
Vickers, class teacher.
The bride-elect opened her
many lovely gifts for the guests
to view. Blue and yellow
decorations were used.
Games were played and
refreshments of brownies and
punch were served. Twelve
guests were present.
- - -
Miss Teresa Sheeks Has Essay
Printed, University Newspaper
Miss 1 eresa Sheeks of
Murray has been notified that
her essay entitled "The
Political Use of Language" has
been accepted for publication in
the Talus, which is published by







Billy J. Grooms, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Miss Wendy S.
Morrison, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Paul Edwards, Rt. 1, Box 82A,
Murray, Jackie E. Williams,
1105 Mulberry, Murray, Mrs.
Pearl Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Maxine Cunningham, 1105
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Mavis
L. Paschall, Rt. 3, Puryear,
Tenn., Miss Terry L. Searatt,
Rt. 5, Box 2007, Murray, Mrs.
Frances R. Pierce, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Ruth F. San-
derfer, 612 Depot St., Paris, Tn.,
Miss Kathy F. Boone, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tn., Master Phillip K.
Parrish, Rt. 1, Box 226, Dexter,
Mrs. Jacqueline Sykes, Rt. 2,
Box 299M., Murray, Mrs. Vicki
A. Dodd, 315 N. 5th., Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis A. Furgerson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray, Jesse
A. Green, 300 Elm, Murray, G.
P. Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel, Paul
G. Humphreys, 1714 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Lula Dunn, 1005
Fairlane Dr., Murray, Mrs. E.
Murray Kee, 304 S. 13th.,
Murray, T. Edwin Stockes 1613
IkiraiTioTi—a-, Murray.
Miss Sheeks points out in the
essay that criteria for ap-
praising language used in-
formatively is not appropriate
Teresa Sheeks
criteria for appraising language
used politically: "Truth" and
"falsity" apply to the former
but not to the latter.
Miss Sheeks is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sheeks of
Murray and is a senior at the
University of Kentucky
majoring in classical
languages. She is secretary of
the UK College Republicans.
Time Saver
Save time on daily
lunches. If you have a free z-
er make sandwiches a week
aD a time, then freeze. Take
them o u t !-.r packing at
breakfast and they should be
Member National Baton Twirling Assoc. and National
Academy of Accredited Twirling Teachers
Contest Routines *Flag Instruction
Dance Twirl *Hoop Baton
Fire Baton -N.Porn Porn
:r Basic Fundamentals ~:r Basic & Fancy Strut
Enroll at the American Legion Hall
Thurs., dug. 28 from HO p.m. till
6:00 p.m.
All Twirling Supplies Available
For Information Call
753-8862
Why not step forward in more
venturesome manner if you
have all needed facts, and Your
intuition tells you that NOW is
the tune? Stars are on your
side.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You are due for
surprise now, or soon, unlade
you work at odds with congenial
influences. Wrap up duties
without delay; save some time
for rest and relaxation.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 104
Do the things that make you
feel that life is worth living. In
this way, you can relieve the
tensions of the past, become
more fit to handle the busy days
ahead.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine day for artistic,
literary and social interests, in
all things, capitalize on your
finesse and general know-how.
PISCES
(Feb 20 to Mar. 20)
A number of small matters,
well handled, can add up to a
winning day. Begin early to
determine just where you wish
to go, and HOW
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly intuitive individual,
sensitive to the needs of others
and a guiding light in the causes
you espouse—which may be
many in a lifetime. You are a
humanitarian at heart and, no
matter what career you choose,
will always find time to give of
yourself to others. Your Sign,
Virgo, indicates idealism, high-
minded endeavors and interests
of wide scope. You are highly
imaginative, conceive unique
and brilliant ideas—but always
Workable. Faults to conquer:
hypercriticism and worry.
Fields in which you could make
an enviable success: jour-
nalism, education, music,
statesmanship, the theater.
Birthdate of: Lyndon B.
Johnson, 36th Pres., U.S.A.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Cecil Knight of Alrno Route
One has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Roy Thompson of
Murray Route Three has been a























Roy Morris of Murray Route




Mrs. Charles Smith of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hos ital Padu h
Glass Coffee Mugs
Cereal Bowls
Heat Proof Glass Bake
Cookware
Reg 2 for 88' 8. 66' ea.
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Garrott's Galley
Corn Silks, Rabbit Tobacco
And Behind-The-Barn Smoking
By M. C. Garrott
I almost couldn't resist the temptation. I
was shucking a few ears from one of my
two rows of corn when, noticing the rich,
dark brown, dried corn silks atop the ears,
the years rolled away and there I stood as
a boy smoking corn silks.
I have no idea when I last smoked a corn
silk cirgarette rolled in a piece of paper
torn from a brown grocery bag, but it was
the thing" among our gang out on West
Broadway in Mayfield back yonder years
ago. Everybody was smoking them, out of .
sight of our parents, of course. We thought
it gave us some kind of a "big shot" image,
I suppose.
++++++
We also smoked another substance
which we called "rabbit tobacco." This
was a small, fuzzy kind of leaf which we
got from some kind of a weed which grew
in the fields behind our homes. It would
"come in" in the fall, just about the time
our supplies of corn silks would run out, so
we would have "makin's" for a good part
of the year.
We'd stuff discarded Prince Albert
tobacco cans, Bull Durham sacks and
what-have-you with both the corn silks and
the rabbit tobacco to smoke whenever we
got to feeling "big shottish." I guess it was
fun. I don't recall really enjoying smoking
either of them, but it was sort of expected
if you were g cling to be one of the fellows in
the neighborhood.
++++++
My brothers and I— and we were no
&Wird froth tiTe -citTitlfWs irtirind
would frequently sneak off behind the barn
or into a brush house somewhere back of
our place in the woods to puff away at our
corn silks and blow smoke rings by making
an "0" with our mouths and pecking softly
on a cheek with a forefinger.
I got pretty good at that, but left the
inhaling and the smoke-through-the-nose
bit to the others.
We knew better, though, than to take our
"makin's" in the house, even in our
pockets. Dad didn't like smoking. To my
knowledge, he never had a cigarette in his
mouth — except maybe to light
firecrackers on the Fourth of July and at
Christmas. He wouldn't even let you
smoke and ride.in his car. I've often seen
him stop and offer a hitch hiker a ride "if
you'll throw that cigarette away."
+++-is++
We didn't fool Dad forever with our
corn silk and rabbit tobacco smoking,
though. I don't recall which of the three of
us he nailed while we were puffing away
behind the barn, but I remember the
ultimatum he issued as if it was yesterday.
day.
'qf fou boys feel you have to smoke," he
said sternly, "get out on the front porch,
prop your feet up and smoke to your
heart's content so everbody can see you."
"Don't go sneaking off behind the barn
and end up burning the place down. And, I
had better not catch any one of you
smoking around it again.
++++++
That probably is one of the main reasons
I've never smoked. Dad took all the
challenge out of it before it became a
habit.
Looking back because of those rich,
brown corn silks on the ears the other day,
I guess we boys back there on West
Broadway in Mayfield didn't know how
really well off we were then when com-
pared with some of the things and stuff the
young folks light up and smoke nowadays.
About all the harm we could do would be




Although I Won't smoke the silks, "Pm
looking forward to enjoying that corn this
winter! The best I can figure it has cost me
about $6.78 an ear.
When I planted those two rows last
spring, I thought I would be saving money,
but I had to buy fertilizer, a freezer,
freezing supplies, and burn up untold
gallons of precious gasoline running all
over the place looking for canning jars.
Not to mention the additional corn we've
bought and frozen.
We'll have some good eatin' this winter,
I'm sure, but it's going to take some selling
to get Cathryn to play Fred and Fanny











(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
SENATOR HUMPHREY AIRS
WHEAT PROTEIN DISPUTE
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey iMin-
n.)"..The protein level for wheat is a
critical factor in determining the price
which is offered for much of the wheat
which is being harvested this year, ac-
cording to some grain buyers, the protein
levels have dropped to or are below the 11-
percent level. This is a critical point, and a
14-percent protein level will bring the
producer 56 cents more per bushel than the
posted prices..."
"( An ) article from The New York




(By H. J. Maidenberg)
Big Sandy, Mont.—Americans may well




U.S. Sen. Welter 'Dee- Meridlestosi (D1
3327 Derision Building
Washington, D C 20510
U. S. Sen. Wendell N ford (D)
4121 Dirks., Building
WesIsington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Rap. Carroll /lubber& Jr. (D)
423 Canoe Neese Office ilwildho
Wiiiltingtss,D. C. 20515
All U 7 Senators and Reprelenlatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U 5 Capitol
operator will connect you with the of-
ficial of your choice
State Level
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wmedksup ea hiutrnstacro tivdc haprvdckesdtgoingf 1.7a biiliilgiohnt-
bushels of wheat this month.
But to the wheat growers who planted
that record crop last fall, the music carries
some discordant notes because the protein
content of the hard red winter wheat
produced in Montana's "Big Sky" country
and other areas is down again this season.
Protein is not only the basic substance of
life—to growers of quality wheat it alscr
represents the difference between high
profits and nine months of wasted time and
money, regardless of the size of the crop.
To make matters worse, farmers and the
grain elevator operators here complain
bitterly of a "conspiracy- by wheat buyers
to deny them the normal premiums they
receive for protein content.
As far as the milling and baking industry
is concerned, the protein factor is essential
not only for its nutritional value but also
for the production of quality bread and
rolls. Without at least 11 per cent protein
bread loses its firmness and structure,
ing
mare.
A lack of protein causes stacked bread'
on grocery shelves to collapse, giving
customers the impression of being offered
short-weighted or damaged goods.
Foreign buyers of wheat insist on high
protein because bread is still a major
source of that key element in their diet.
Recause of the decline in supplies of high-
protein wheat today, exporters may be
forced to compete against domestic flour
.millers and bakers for available stocks,





It will come as a surprise to most con-
sumers that the protein content of wheat is
that important to millers and bakers—and
buyers for export.
444,
4044  431440.1*,14- ,004110404440%
This map shows that eighty-six Kentucky counties (shaded) had average net (white) showed migration losses in the same period. McCracken and Trimblemigration gains in population from April, 1970 to July, 1974. Thirty-two counties counties (white with asterisk) had no significant gains or losses.
10 Years Ago
Plans to construct a new postoffice
building at North Fourth and Olive Streets,
Murray, were released today by Post-
master General.
Bids for bittuningsskseklte,reesing•
On-The Faxonfrewburg goad in -Calloway
County will be received by the Highway
Department on September 17.
Miss Catherine Berry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Berry, has returned to
Murray after spending two weeks as a
volunteer worker in the Appalachian area.,
Mrs. B. W. Miller was honored with a
surprise birthday dinner at her(home at
Lynn Grove.
Bacon is advertised at 69 cents per
pound at Parker's Food Market this week.
20 Years Ago
AboLt 250 people attended the Harvest
Time Fe;hion Show presented by the Style
Shop at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Flowers l'esere by Bob Thomas, local
florist.
Prof. Gerhard Megow, professor at
Murray State College, spoke. on -Ger-
many, Past and Present" at the meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club.
Miss Marion Alveda Fish, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lesice Fisk, and Donald Pat
Starks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Urban G.
Starks, were married August 21 at the
Murray Church of Christ.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Sr., and John E. Scott
of Scott Walgreen Drugs attended a fall
and Christmas gift buyers show in
Memphis, Tenn., last week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is




The late author John McNulty once
explained why he's signed a Hollywood
contract: "The money's good and there's
no heavy lifting." ( Earl Wilson)
A literary friend says bookmarks are a
sign of ignorance. If you can't remember
where you stopped reading, you'd better
go back and start over. (Bill Vaughan)
'isn't_k_Thg_Truth
Still another remark that Eve
must have made when she first
saw Adam after he had given up a
rib in the ordeal of her creation,
was: "Adam, you're not the man
you used to be."
Bible Thought
'Now therefore fear the Lord,
and serve him in sincerity and in
truth. Joshua 24:14.
When we recognize the
greatness of our God, we can only
serve Him in an attitude of
reverential awe. But He never
calls us to a slavish fear.
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Population Trend Reversing
By ZiiI3MASZ,s2Riaila,..**,,spiatig ,vaaaP- and znid-I9'14,7
For years,— Kentucky was 38,000 more people came into
losing thousands of people to Kentucky than left. While this is
other states. Now the population- not a large gain, amounting to
trend seems to be going the slightly more than one per cent
other way, of the 1970 population, it stands
in sharp contrast to heavy net
migration losses sustained for
many decades prior to 1970.
Between 1960 and 1970, for in-
stance, the net migration loss
was 140,000 and during the
decade of the 1950's some
390,000. Also, more than three-
fourths (91) of Kentucky's 120
counties had migration losses
between 1960 and 1970. In the
present decade up to July 1,
1974, only 32 counties recorded
net migration jpsses while 86
showed gains. Two counties
showed no significant loss or
gain in their migration rates.
More people are coming into
Kentucky each year than
leaving it. And population




now growing more rapidly than
at any other time in recent
decades.
—The state's birth rate has
been drastically decreasing
while the death rate is in-
creasing.
—Kentucky's population "still
lags behind the rest of the
nation in its urganization.
'pie most recent estimate of
the Kentucky population
released by the Bureau of the
Census was 3,357,000 as of July
1, 1974. This represents an in-
crease of about 138,000 over the
population counted in the 1970
census. Kentucky's population
has already increased more in
the first half of the 1970's than
during the entire decade of the
1950's, and will soon surpass the
gain of 181,000 experienced
during the full 1960 decade.
It is paradoxical that this
rapid increase has been oc-
curring at a time when the birth
rate has been drastically
decreasing. The 19/4 birth rate
was slightly less than 16.0 per
1,000 population compared with
rates of 18.7 in 1970, 19.4 in 1965,
and 23.7 in 1960.
The annual number of deaths
during the first five years of this
decade averaged some 3,000
more than for the comparable
period of the 1960's. Since state
births have been decreasing
and deaths increasing, the
obvious explanation for Ken-
tucky's relatively rapid
population growth since 1970
lies in the gains made through
migration_ 
Between the time of the 1970
I.
What is responsible for this
reversal of the migration trend?
Numerous studies have
shown that relative economic
opportunity is the most
powerful influence on internal
migration in this country. When
job opportunities were more
plentiful and earnings higher in
other states, as was the case
during most of the 1950's and
1960's, Kentuckians picked up
and moved out. Economic
recessions tend to dam up the
streams of out-migration. Past
experience has shown that
many migrant Kentuckians
return to their native state when
they are laid off, perhaps
because they believe they can
stretch their unemployment or
welfare checks farther in
Kentucky or maybe to visit
kinfolks and to enjoy some of
the pleasures of rural living
forfeited when they moved to
the city.
The relative prosperity in
Kentucky's coal counties during
the present energy crisis has
undoubtedly stimulated both
new and return migration. It
would be erroneous,' however, to
attribute most of the state's net
xnigr
new jobs in the state, for many
•
,Corafffied • -*MT reTativety little
exonomic. development have
also had substantial migration
into the area: _
Kentucky's popidiliOn 'still
lags behind the rest of the
nation in its urbanization. Even
in 1970, only 52 Per cent of
Kentucky's population was
urban compared withnearly 75
per cent of the national
population. Until quite recently
counties containing and near
metropolitan centers—
particularly Louisville,
Lexington, and to a lesser ex-
tent Cincinnati--gained through
migration while the great
majority of rural counties had
migration losses. Since 1970 the
migration flow has changed
direction, and many of the
nation's metropolitan areas are
losing population to outlying
rural areas. Nine of 19 Ken-
tucky counties located in
standard metropolitan
statistical areas have had net
migration losses since 1970.
Although some demographers
have predicted that
metropolitan areas will con-
tinue to lose population through
migration exchange with non-
metropolitan areas, a gasoline
shortage serious enough to
affect commuting patterns of
distant suburban residents who
work in metropolitan areas
could reverse again the
migration flow.
State and national concern
with population growth and
distribution has tended to divert
attention from other important
demographic changes that will
also have longterm social and
economic consequences:
—The 67 thousand fewer
births during the first half of
this decade compared with the
first half of the 1960's will be
reflected in significantly
smaller elementary school
enrollments during the last half
of the decade.
It is readily apparent that the
: •
responsive to the needs
eirdren and youth, whfct in-
volve much more than
schooling, will continue to be
lower in Kentucky, as in the rest
of the nation, at least over the
next 10 years.
—Between 1960 and 1970 the
population aged 65 and ove'rin
Kentucky grew 2's times as fast
as the total population, and the
proportion of aged persons will
continue to grow in the future.
Given our recent history, it is
not implausible that "age-ism"
will Supplant sexism and
racism as our national
discriminatory vice, to be at-
tended by a strong "senior
ristits7 movement supported by
. full array of anti-
discriminatory Federal and
state laws and administrative
directives.
Certainly by 1985 mandatory
retirement will be seriously
reconsidered, for by then
( assuming a full economic
recovery) the labor market will
be feeling the restrictive effects
of the lowered birth rate. A
tighter labor market should
prove economically beneficial
not only to those aged who wish
to continue working but also for
women and members of
minority groups who have been
the victims of job
discrimination in the past.
In this regard, surprisingly
little attention has been given
the great numbers of Kentucky
women who have entered the
labor force since 1960.
The increased employment of
women has undoubtedly played
a role in the reduction of the
birth rate, just as the reduction
of the birth rate will contribute
to even greater employment of
women in the future. As more
married women have obtained
jobs in Kentucky, family in-
comes have increased as well.
It is a reasonable supposition
that the employment of wives
made it possible for many
families to remain in the state
who otherwise might have had





Americans are careless about
keeping up their vaccination
against influenza. According to
the federal Advisory Committee
on Immunization Practices, in-
fluenza' vaccine should be ad-
ministered annually by mid-
November.
Unfortunately, approximately
only one in 10 citizens in the
high-risk groups is being vacci-
nated each year against in-
fluenza. These include persons
who are chronically iI with such
illnesses as heart diseáse. kidneY,
disease, diabetes mellitus, and
recurrent bronchopulmonary
problems. In addition, all per-
sons who are 65 years old or
older are considered to be high
risks. Pregnancy is not con-
sidefred . a risk and is not
necessarily an indication for in-
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
fluenzal vaccination.
With the improvement in cur:
rent vaccines, only one injection
is required. It is a bivalent vac-
cine against type A tit contains
severa sub-types, such as Port
Chalmers, Scotland, and other
United Kingdom strains) and
type B (such as the Hong Kong
sub-type).
The U.S. Publio Health Service
cautions that these viruses are
grown on chick embryos.
Therefore, the vaccine should
not be administered. td
. who is sensitive to egg pnein.
;except with the usual precau-
tions.
The reaction from the vaccine
is often worse in children. occa-
sionally resulting in moderate
fever, while adults experience
low-grade fever (if anyl. a sense
not know of it, especially if the
disease is in a mild form.
Symptoms may he nonexistent
or slight. It has been estimated
that orw and ope-half million
Americans have this serious ill-
ness and do not realize it. A
blood sugar or glucose tolerance
test will clarify the diagnosis if
your physician thinks that such
is needed.
Q: Mr. E.E. inquires whether,
heart attacks are more common
in diabetics-than in twalthy per-
sons.
A. In spite of all the progress
that has been made, heart at-
tacks continue to be at. least 25.
times more frequent in diabetics
than in noridiahetics of the same
age.
BLASINGAME•
of chilliness, aching and
headache. Symptoms usually
clear up in about 48 hours after
the injection.
The influenza' viruses have
long been known to undergo
changes (mutations) from time to
time. It is not possible to predict
whether a new variety will ap-
pear. Regardless of such
changes, the dangers from
epidemics of influenza would be
decidedly reduced, especially in
the high-risk groOps, if more
vaccinations 'ere dons against
this common tiisease
Q r. Miss W.A. asks if a person
can be a diabetic and not know
it.
A: IV is possible that a person
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UK Scientists Study
Recycling Hog Wastes
Getting some use out of
something most people are
trying to dispose of—that's what
recycling is all about. Hog
manure is something farmers
who raise hogs have to dispose
of, and scientists at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture are studying the
possibility of recycling manure
by feeding it back to the same
animals from which it came.
"There are still some feed
nutrients left in manure even
though it has been through an
animal's digestive tract," says
Doug Overhults, UK Extension
agricultural engineer. "The
process of digesting feed is not
complete."
Overhults says about 20
percent of the feed eaten by a
growing hog is excreted as
manure. This leftover of the
digestive process contains
about 28 percent crude protein
on a dry weight basis, and also
contains some energy.
The recycling project is being
conducted at UK's West Ken-
tucky Substation at Princeton.
The project is under the
direction of Overhults; I. J.
Ross, who is also a. UK
agricultural engineer; and
Gary Cromwell, a UK animal
scientist specializing in swine
nutrition.
Manure from pigs growing in
confinement at the substation
farm is collected, mixed in with
flesh feed, and fed back to the
same animals. The ration is
about 85 percent fresh feed and




James Albert Tracy, 1704
Ryan Avenue, Murray, a
member of the International
Platform Association, was in
Washington, D. C. from August
4 until August 9, attending the
annual convention held at the
Sheraton Park Hotel. Lowell
Thomas, nationally known news
commentator was elected to an
unprecedented second year as
President of the I. P. A. He was
given this honor because of his
record of daily broadcasts in
news reporting.
Speakers of national renown
appeared before the convention
to inform the membership of the
background of national news
and to debate national issues.
Some of those appearing on the
platform were Jack Anderson,
well known columnist, Art
Buchwald, William Colby,
director of C. I. A., Jeane Dixon,
James Kilpatrick, Ralph
Nader, Ted Mack, Lowell
Thomas, Congressman Morris
Udall and several potential
Presidential candidates.
Because the topical matters
discussed by the Nation's
leaders produce top news
headlines, the annual con-
vention of the I. P. A. is con-
sidered ''The World's Greatest
Public Forum."
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p. m. mid 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
$ most be placed before 6
416.
The UK researchers are using
12 pigs in the project. A third of
the pigs are receiving a normal
finishing ration which contains
no manure. Another third are
getting a mixture of fresh feed
and fresh manure. The
remaining third are getting a
mixture of fresh feed and
manure which has been brought
up to a moisture content of 40
percent and allowed to ferment
for a week before it is fed.
Overhults explains that the
manure contains some nitrogen
which is not in usable form. It is
hoped that during the fer-
mentation process, microbes
will convert some of this
nitrogen to usable protein. The
fermentation process is similar
to that undergone by chopped
forage in a silo.
The UK scientists will check
the nutrient content of the
manure regularly while the pigs
are growing. They hope that
some of the nutrients will be
used as they are recycled
through the animal's digestive
systems, and that the amount of
fresh feed required to produce a
pound of gain will be less than is
ordinarily required.
"The cost of feed represents
70-80 percent of the cost of
producing hogs," says
Overhults. "We want to see if
recycling manure can reduce
total feed costs."
The system for collecting
manure in the project at
Princeton involves simply
scraping the hog pens each day.
However, if the practice of
recycling proves to be wor-
thwhile, a confinement swine
building could be equipped with
a flushing system, a pit
scraping system, or possibly
some new system for collecting
the manure without a high labor
requirement.
The current research project
is the first of its kind to be
carried out in Kentucky. Many
questions remain to be an-
swered before recycling
manure can become a feasible
and practical alternative.
However, the project has shown
promosing results thus far, and
UK agricultural engineers and
animal scientists plan to con-
tinue and expand research






Baby Boy Weals (mother
Marguerite), Rt. 6, Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Bobbie Jo Calhoon, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy R.
Greer, Rt. 2, Box 73, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Beulah M. Calhoon,
New Concord, Mrs. Linda G.
Houston, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Anne L. Beane, Rt. 5, Box 2240,
Murray, Mrs. Rosemary
Goodwin, Rt. 1, Dultedoirn, Tn.,
Hillman L. Lyons, 603 Olive,
Murray, Jackie F. Byerly, Rt. 6,
Box 71, Murray, Mrs. Patsy M.
Thornasson, 7916 Caroline Ave.,
Maplewood, Mo., Mrs. Gloria S.
Hopkins, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Brenda K. Turner and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn S. Lyons and Baby Girl,
2110 Coldwater Rd., Murray.
Mrs Nell A. Maness, 717 Riley
Ct. Murray, Homer G. Wicker,
111 Poplar, Murray, Willie D.
.in (expired), Rt. I, Kirksey,





Long after most stores close for the day
you will see the bright lights of our pharmacy
reminding you that we are open to serve say
of your regular or emergency needs.
For, sickness observes no regular hours and
our chief efforts are devoted to your better
health We may never enjoy regular "Banker's
Hours" but members of the health-learn expect
to work overtime We know you appreciate
this extra service You show It everyUme you
give your pharmacist a preference by getting
ail medicines and health-aids from him
Effective May4
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week








Bill Endorsed By Committee On Questioning Rape Victims
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Alleged rape victims could not
be questioned in court on Lure-
lated past sexual conduct under
a bill endorsed by the Legisla-
tive Interim Committee on
Judiciary.
The bill, approved for pre-
filing Thursday with a recom-
mendation the 1976 General As-
sembly enact it, would allow a
judge to permit testimony of
past sexual conduct only if it
were relevant. It also would
















































































rapist and victim or be related
directly to the charge in the in-
dictment.
Asst. State Public Defender
J. Vincent Aprile II said the
bill would unduly restrict the
defense of an accused rapist.
He said the woman's past con-
duct could be included in the
record anyway, for appellate
review, through an avowal tak-
en in the judge's chambers.
State Sen. Michael Moloney,
1)-Lexington, disagreed and
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.rassment of rape victims in a
public trial, something which
4 said resulted in only 20 peren st of rape cases being report-
ed.
"I agree the defense is en-
titled to a fair trial but the
rosecuting witness is entitled
to a fair trial too," he said.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glas-
gow, said: "I'll have to come
down on the side of someone
who might have to spend 10
years in the penitentiary rather
than someone who might just
be embarrassed."
The committee debated pro-
posals to compensate needy
crime victims for medical ex-
penses and some of their lost
wages. The committee asked
its staff to redraft the bills
along the lines of a New York
law which several members
said was simpler.
Carl Vergari, prosecuting at-
torney for Westchester County
in New York, said $2.5 million
was paid to 2,000 claimants in
that state in fiscal year 1974-75.
PIM MO • MI MIR • MRM• MI • NM ARM • •=. MR0 • MR
•=• • am MD • •••
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In other business, the com-
mittee agreed with the legisla-
ture's Administrative Regu-
lation Review subcommittee
that two Justice Department
regulations exceeded statutory
authority. The department still
can put the regulations into ef-
fect by resubmitting them un-
changed.
One regulation requires kxld
police officers to have 400 hours
of special training to qualify for
a 15 per cent salary bonus al-
though state law says only 240
hours are needed.
The other would allow the
public defender to defend any
DISCOI1T DRUG CENTERS_,
LET US QUOTE YOU PRICES. . .
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accused law-breaker instead of
only those facing a sentence of
more than six months, as the
law says.
The committee tabled propos-
als to have sentencing done
only by judges and to allow Jef-
ferson County to have a special
grand jury to serve longer than
the usual one month.
BRAVE BURGLAR
ARMITAGE, England —
Bernard Greatrix has re-
ported a theft — four full bee-
hives, valued at about $100
each. — CMS.
•••• ••••• •10
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Long & Lash Mascara
$1.90 VALUE
SAVE 64'






Medium Size ONLY 56'
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Urn!! ono coupon p..cusionvor
Redeemable only at SAV-RITt
Expires 8-30-75 Without Coupon price is 74e
Say-Rite Offers These Everyday low Prices
Cocoa Butter 6ez.Jer $259
$3.21 114661 Sava 66'
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Ladies Summer
Bowlers Honored
The presentation of trophies
for the Friday morning Ladies
Summer Bowling League was
held at Corvette Lanes.
Those winning trophies were
as follows.
First place team: Crawford's
Shell Station - Joan Herndon,
Chris Spiceland, Lou Ann
Darnell, Ethelene McCallon,
Sponsor - Donald Crawford.
Second place team: Corvette
Lanes - Beverly Swain, Nancy
Todd, Helen Uzzle, Mary
Hutson.
Third place team: Smith's
Poultry - Mary Smith, Jean
Bland, Janet Mushill, Sandra
Downey.
High Team Series Handicap:
Don's Auto Repair - Theresa
Smith, Carolyn Bomar, Karen
Nance, Jeanette Williams.
High Team Game Handicap:
Palace Cafe - Judy Hale;










High average trophies:' 1st.
Mary Smith, 2nd Jeanette
Williams, 3rd Ethelene Mc-
Callon.
Most Improved Average:
Helen Uzzle. • *ti
BOWLING .
WAUKEGAN, Ill. — Earl An-
thony of Tacoma, Wash., beat'
Matt Surina of Longview,
Wash., in a two-frame tiebrea-
ker, after being tied at 257 for
lc frames, and won' the $50,000
Waukegan Open bowling tour-
nament.
BOWLING TROPHIES for the Friday Mondial Ladies Semmes league at Corvette Lanes were presented.
Members of the first place team, Corwford's Shell Station, are, seated, left to right, Lou Ann DarneH,
Ethelene McCallon, Joan Herndon, and Chris Spiceland. Others pictured, standing, left to right, are Belinda
Higgins, Judy Hale, Brenda Baker, Janet Mushill, Helen Uzzle, Nancy Todd, Margie Downey, Sandra
Downey, and Beverly Swain. Not pictured are Mary Hutson, Mary Smith, Jean Bland, Theresa Smith,
Carolyn Bomar, Karen Nance, and Jeanette Williams.
Staff Moto by Devil NM
Rain Saves Cards Loss
And Helps Lose Record
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Baseball's being a game of
inches, not minutes, may have
cost Houston's Cliff Johnson a
home run record. The game of
inches was rain Monday night
— inches of rain which washed
away Johnson's sixth home run
in as many consecutive games
and cost the Astros a 4-3 victory.





Since 1962, Federal law has per-
mitted self-employed persons to
establish H.R.-10 retirement plans.
However, under an H.R.-10 plan, if a
self-employed person wishes to con-
tribute on his behalf, he is also
required to contribute on behalf of
his employees. The new law
specifically allows a self-employed
person to instead establish an IRA
without the need to contribute on
behalf of his employees.
••




bottom of the 11th inning when
the skies opened over Busch
Stadium. After 134. minutes of
trying to get that last batter to
the plate, umpire Ed Sudol
made the ramout official.
"I've never seen this happen
in the 35 years I've been in
baseball; a rainout with only
one out to go," saidShe veteran
Sudol. "We gave it every pos-
sible chance."
"That's the way it goes,"
said Johnson, whose • homer
over the left-field fence was
Houston's cairn before the
storm. "At least the rain will
help the farmers.".
Had the 11th inning been
completed and Johnson's home
run counted, it would have
made the 28-year-old catcher
only the second man in Nation-
al League history and the sixth
overall to hit home runs in six
consecutive games. Dale Long,
who hit homers in eight
straight for the 1956 Pittsburgh
Pirates, was the only other Na-
tional Leaguer to do it.
Elsewhere in the NL, Pitts-
burgh blanked Atlanta 4.0;
Philadelphia trimmed Los An-
geles 4-2; Cincinnati bombed
Chicago 11-4, and New York
stopped San Diego 4-0.
The Astros-Cards contest en-
ters the season records as a 3-
3, 10-inning tie, and will be
replayed from the start as part
of a doubleheader tonight al-
though all performances in the
10 innings Monday will go into
the books.
Pirates 4, Braves 0
"This is the kind of sharpness
I had last year," said left-hand-
er Jim Rooker after his three-
hitter and a pair of run
singles by Willie Star: led
the Pirates over the Braves.
"If I had been pitching this
way all season we'd probably
have a three or four-game big-
ger lead than we do," he
added.
Reds 11, Cubs 4
Shortstop Derrell-Chaney sw
a dream come trtie When he
launched a three-run home run
into the Wrigley Field seats.
Some 17 other Chaneys also
saw' the goal realized, for their
baseball playing relative had
left that many tickets at the
gate.
"I always dreamed of hitting
a home run in this ball park,"
said the native of nearby Ham-
mond, Ind. "Ernie Banks was
my hero."
Phillies t, Dodgers 2
Mike Schmidt slugged his
31st home run and Greg .1,u- -
zinski drove in his 102nd and
103rd runs of the year to carry
Philadelphia past Los Angeles.
Schmidt's home run came in
the second inning off Andy
Messersmith, 14-13, and tied
him with Luzinski for the ma-
jor league lead.
Mets 4, Padres 0
New York right-hander Hank
Webb gave up five singles in
earning his first major league
shutout and helping the Mets
snap San Diego's three-game
winning streak.
Jerry Grote tripled home a
run in the second inning and
rookie Mike Vail singled home
a run in the fifth with one of
his four hits to help Webb, 6-5,
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ET IV's have been specifically designed with rim
widths and offsets in mind to accommodate all
popular tires up to the widest 60 series.
polished finish contrasts with black slots
and emphasizes the deep appearance.
Fits all disc brakes.
13x5.5 . . . '321
14x6.15. . 134" 15x830. . '43"
1411.50 . '36" 15x10 . . . '54"




Sweden's Bjorn Borg and Ar-
gentina's Guillermo Vilas are
close buddies, but they'll try to







































































tonight in a showdown for the
48th U.S. Pro Tennis Champion-
ship in Brookline, Mass.
"We're good friends, but
have to try to hate on the
court," said Borg, the 19-year-
old defending champion who
has won 11 matches in a row at
Longwood.
Vilas and Borg are expected
to try to whip each other with
op-spin shots. That's what_ they
Specialize in as two of the
world's foremost players.
We practice together often,"
Borg said. "I know his game
and he knows mine. I think I'll
have to play very well to win."
The showdown for the cham-
pionship and $16,000 first prize
in the $100,000 tournament is a
rematch of the French Open fi-
nal. Borg won that con-
frontation, but found himself
seeded second, behind Vilas, in
defense of the U.S. Pro title.
Vilas lost his first set in five
matches here Monday, but
charged into the finals ith a 4-
6, 6-3, 6-0, 6-4 victory over Wim-
bledon champion Arthur Ashe.
A few hours later, Borg easily
passed his semifinal test by de-
feating John Alexander of Aus-
tralia 6-3, 6-7, 6-3, 6-0 under the
lights.
The loser tonight -will collect
$8,000. Ashe and Aleicander set-
tled for $4,000 each..
Elsewhere, Chris Evert lived 
up to her No. 1 seeding for the
U.S. Open, which begins
Wednesday, by overwhelming
British veteran Virginia Wade
6-0, 6-1 in the finals of a $75,000
tournament at Westchester
Country Club in Harrison, N Y
Gillette Steel
Betted Radials
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No Money Down—Six Months To Pay
for fast in-the-field service
Shop Ewing
Tire'Service
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points, Murray, Kentucky
Phone. 153-3164 Hours Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 Sat. 7:30-4:00
t. 4
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Racers' 94-Man Squad
To Scrimmage Saturday
Murray State's Racers completed the required three-days
workouts in shorts over the weekend and began heavy work,
including some scrimmage, in pads Monday.
Coach Bill Furgerson said his 94-man squad reported in
good condition and that he had been quite pleased with the
first days of practice which concentrated on conditioning
drills and alignments. "Of course, with the type of workouts
we had, we haven't been able to tell much about new talent,
except for those players in skilled positions (receivers,
passers, kickers, etc.)," Furgerson said. "However, we've
been impressed by a couple walk-on receivers and our fresh-
men kickers have performed pretty well."
The first major scrimmage of the fall is scheduled for
Saturday.
Furgerson has 31 lettermen and 17 starters back from his
offensive and defensive units of last season, when the Racers
were 9-2 and second in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers will open their season against Western
Carolina Sept. 20, in Roy Stewart Stadium where they have
won 11 straight games. Tennessee Tech and Morehead will
Then play at Murray before the Racers take to the road to
play UT-Martin, Oct. 11.
Battle Not Worrying
About Job With Vols
By ED SHEARER ... .
AP Sports Writer ...
KNOXVILLE Tenn. ( AP)—
Tennessee's streak of winning
eight ir more ;alines in a sea-
son ended a nine last year,
and it wasn very pleasant
here.
"It's an interesting ex-
perience to ha .e a moving van
sent to your rouse," Coach Bill
Battle sa d Monday during a
news roofer ( nce with writers
and broadcasters touring the
Southeastern Conference foot-
ball camps.
Battle, whose 46-12-2 record
for five seasons is the third
best in the nation, should know.
An irate Vol fan sent a mov-
ing van to the coach's house
last season when the Vols
struggled to only two victories
in their first six games.
But Battle said he isn't wor-
ried about the possibility of los-
ing his job as the Vols prepare
for one of their most difficult
schedules ever, especially their
first give games.
"There's good folks and
there's bad folks and whether
you win them all and lose to
Notre Dame in a bowl, you still
KING EDWARD
SPECIALS
have them," Battle said. "I
just play to win and all of the
rest of it takes care of itself."
Battle acknowledges, how-
ever, that this year's group
should be be tter than the one
that logged a 7-3-2 chart last
year, including a 7-3 victory
over Maryland in the Liberty
Bowl.
"This team has a little more
confidence, more experience
and is a little tougher in some
ways," he said.
Tennessee returns seven
starters on both the offensive
and defensive units and figures
to be a dark horse contender in
a race that primarily involves
Alabama and Auburn in pre-
season estimates. After opening
with Maryland Sept. 13, Ten-
nessee travels to UCLA and re-
turns home for SEC battles
with Auburn and Louisiana
State. Then comes a showdown
with Alabama, seeking its fifth
straight conference title, in Bir-
mingham.
Tennessee has several
players with all-star potential—
tailback Stanley Morgan, wide
receiver Larry Seivers, guard
Mickey Marvin, defensive end
Ron McCartney and
linebackers Steve Pool and
Andy Spiva.
Morgan ranks as 'one of the
SEC's most versatile offensive
players after leading the con-
eference with 14 touchdowns
last year, averaging 25 yards
on his scoring trips. He rushed
for 723 yards, caught presses for
another 234 and added more
than 600 on punt and kickoff re-
turns.
Tennessee should be favored
in its last seven games—they
have 12 because one of them is
at Hawaii—but Battle says,
-We better hit it running be-
cause they (first five foes) are
good and you can get beat up
physically in a hurry playing
those kind of teams."
Pair Of Rookie Pitchers SparkPO.RTS 
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Feix Puzzled Already
Over Conference Race
By COACH JIMMY FEIX
Western Kentucky University
Written for the Associated
Press
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP)—The 1975 football season
in the Ohio Valley Conference
already has me puzzled.
We're going to have a rela-
tively good football team, I
lank, mainly because he have
17 seniors on our team. That's
the most I can ever remember
our having.
But judging from what I
know about some of the other
teams around the league, and
from what some of the other
coaches have been saying,
there are several other teams
who are going to be in great
shape too.
Eastern Kentucky, the de-
fending champion, for example,
has got a world of people back
from last year's fine team. The
folks over at Eastern -Ten-
nessee keep talking about what
a great crop of freshmen and
junior college players they've
recruited.
Murray State has got prac-
tically all of their fine defen-
sive unit back from last season
. . . and it goes on and on. I
can't remember a season when
there were so many optimistic
coaches around the OVC.
We do have a lot of ex-
perience, but we also have
some question marks. We had
two quarterbacks who played
as backups last fall, Bill Smith
and Doug Davis. Neither one
has a lot of experience, though,
and Davis is coming back off
knee surgery, which makes his
physical condition highly ques-
tionable.
We got a tough break when
Mark Bradley, the fine quarter-
back at Elzabethtown last sea-
son, signed a bonus baseball
contract with the Los Angeles
Dodgers after signing a grant
in aid with us. He was a blue-
chipper for sure. But Smith and
Davis and another sophomore
who saw very little action last
year, Jimmy Mathis, should
give us adequate quarterback
play.
Lawrence Jefferson should be
ready for a fine year at tail-
back after winning his spurs as
a freshman last year. We also
recruited a couple of good
freshmen to back him up, along
with Mike Hayes, who came
along fast toward the end of
last season.
The offensive line will be led
FREE
FACTORY AIR CONDONING
SAVE $495 ON ALL NEW AMC MATADORS
sA/•*DOPA 000S SEDAN
4MAT*DON 21)00R COU,1.
PE ------  .
LIMITED TIME ONLY*
• Buy a New AMC Matador with Free Factory Equipped
Air Conditioning and save $495'
• Available on all New '75 Matador Coupes, Sedans, and
Wagons in Stock Equipped with Factory Air.
• Immediate Delivery
* Offer Ends Aug. 30, 1975
N/TIONAE EIEF` .Nr r, F.
BACKED BY THE AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN'
Plus Great, Reduction On One Demonstrator
' 4 Door Sedan
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by center Dave Carter, who
made the all-OVC team last
year. Greg Lewis could be an-
other real standout at tackle,
but he's coming back off knee
surgery too, and we won't know
what his status is until we get
into fall practice.
Defensively we should be
pretty sound, efren though
we've got a couple of big holes
to fill where Virgil Livers
played at a deep spot and John
Bushong at tackle.
You don't lose two all-ameri-
cans to the pros and not feel it.
Dick Green's corning back as
linebacker and is going to east
the pain a lot. He's just a tre-
mendous athlete . . . and we've
got a couple of other proven
linebackers in Carl Williams
and Biff Madon.
Rick Caswel is as solid as al-
most anybody you'll find in the
deep back position and he'll
take up a lot of the slack left
by Livers' departure, along
with vetern John Leathers and
sophomore Fred Kitzrniller.
Up front, Dale Anderson,
Karl Young and Keith Tandy
(another all-OVS selection) will
be joined by Sam Fields, who
really looked great at tackle
last spring after being moved
over from the offensive line.
Charlie Johnson is back to
continue his fine punting and
we may have a couple of fresh-
men to help out with the place-
kicking.
In suming up, our offensive
consistency might be question-
able, particularly in the early
part of the season. Our defen-
sive unit should be solid.
Indians And Rangers To Wins
BY HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
Rookie pitchers Dennis Eck-
ersley of Cleveland and Jun
Umbarger of Texas don't mind
finishing games. The thing is,
they'd like a chance to start
what they finish.
They pitched to a photo finish
with three-hitters Monday
night, Eckersley firing 6 1-3 hit-
less innings as the Indians beat
the Chicago White Sox 5-1 —
the run was unearned — while
Umbarger was hurling the
Rangers to a 1-0 triumph over
the Detroit Tigers.
Both youngsters began the
season in their respective bull-
pens. Eckersley, a right-hand-
er, made his first start May 25
while lefty Umbarger had to
wait until June 13. Neither has
any intention of going back on
relief.
In the only other American
League action, the Minnesota
Twins downed the Milwaukee
Brewers 6-3. Baltimore was
rained out at Kansas City while
the other teams were not
scheduled.
Eckersley allowed four walks
before Bill Melton broke up his
no-hit bid with one out in the
seventh, driving a grounder
just past diving shortstop
Frank Duffy into center field.
The hit scored Deron Johnson,
who walked arid went to second
on a passed ball.
Manager Frank Robinson and
Charlie Spikes slammed con-
secutive home runs for the In-
dians in the bottom of the
eighth off veteran Jim Kaat,
Chicago's 18-game winner.
Eckersley walked five this
tirne — "Five walks is a lot for
him," Robinson said—but
struck out eight.
"It would have been nice to
throw a no-hitter," he said,
"but you've got to be very
lucky. You've got to have so
many breaks. I threw 144 pitch-
es and I was dead tired at the
end."
Rangers 1, Tigers 0
Umbarger retired the first
nine Detroit batters before Ron
LeFlore singled to start the
fourth. LeFlore was erased in a
double play and Umbarger
faced the minimum number of
batters until he walked LeFlore
leading off the seventh. The Ti-
gers' other hits were Leon Rob-
erts' double in the eighth and
Gary Sutherland's single in the
ninth.
The Rangers scored off Ray
Bare in the secoild inning when
Jim Spencer singled with one
out, moved up as Toby Harrah
walked and came home on Tom
Grieve's single. The triumph
lifted the Rangers into third
place in the AL West, one per-
centage point ahead of the
White Sox.
Twins I, Brewers 3
Dave McKay's second home
run in four major league games
and Rod C,arew's RBI single
helped the Twins hand the
Brewers their 20th loss in 25
games. McKay's two-run shot
into the left-field stands off Jim
Slaton gave the Twins a 2-0
lead in the second inning. A
third run scored on a walk, Ly-
man Bostock's single and an
error. A double by Bostock and
Carew's single pushed the lead
to 4-1 in the fourth.
Bill Butler earned the victory
with six shutout innings of two-
hit relief after starter Joe
Decker allowed only one hit but
walked six in three innings
plus.
TENNIS .
PITTSBURGH — Vitas Geru-
laitis defeated Tom Okker in
the men's singles to lead the
Pittsburgh Triangles to a 21-14
victory over the Golden Gaters
and a 2-1 victor', in the World
Team Tennis championship
series.
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The 6-Quart 6-Pak .
Pepsi-Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32-ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
carton that give you the sav-
ings only quantity buying can.
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6-Pak . . . the quality taste of
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Paris Obedience Club
To Sponsor Fun Match
The Paris Tennessee
Obedience, Club is holding an
Obedience Fun Match Sunday,
August 31 at the fairgrounds
commercial building at Paris
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
All people with dogs that have
been through any obedience
training are invited to par-
ticipate. Entry fee is $3.00 for
each dog. There is no admission
fee and spectators are welcome.
Anyone interested in entering
the next series of obedience
training classes starting Sep-
tember 9 are invited to come
and see what the dogs will be
taught at these classes.
The competition classes for
Sunday's Fun Match are
Subnovice, Novice A, Novice B,
Graduate Novice, and Open A.
Registration for the morning
classes begins at 9:00 a.m.,
judging starts at 10:00 a.m. The
morning classes are Subnovice,
Novi& B, and Graduate Novice.
Afternoon registration for
Novice A and Open A classes
starts at 12:30 p.m., judging
starts at 1:30 p.m.
Trophies and ribbons will be
given for first, second, and third
place in each of the classes.
Ribbons for qualifying scores
will also be given ( a qualifying
score is 170 or more points out of
a possible 200 total).
Judges for the show will be
Raylene Cheatham from
Bowling Green, Ky., and Dr. J.
H. Kuhlman from Humboldt,
Tennessee.
Judging will proceed ac-
cording to AKC obedience
regulations. Dogs will be judged
on the following exercises:
Novice-A- and B: Heel on
leash, Stand for examination,
Heel free, Recall, Long Sit, and
Long Down. Novice A class is
for dogs not less than six
months of age that have not
achieved the title C. D.











handlers have not trained or
handled a C.D. dog.
Novice B is also for dogs not
less- than 6 months of age that
have not achieved the tital C.D.,
but handlers who have
previously trained or handled
C.D. dogs may handle dogs in
this class; handlers who have
not trained C.D. dogs may also
enter this class.
Graduate Novice: for C.D.
dogs that have not received a
qualifying score toward their
C.D.X. ( Companion Dog Ex-
cellent) title. The exercises in
Graduate Novice are Heel on
leash ( no figure 8), Stand for
examination, Open heel free,
Open drop on recall, Open long
sit, and Open long down. The
"Open" here means that the
exercises ar eperformed as they
are in the Open class.
Open A's for C.D. dogs that
have not achieved the title
C.D.X. Obedience judges and
licensed handlers may not enter
or handle dogs in this class. The
exercise for Open A are Heel
free, Drop on recall, Retrieve
on flat, Retrieve over high
jump, Broad jump, Long sit and
Long down with handlers out of
sight of their dogs.
Subnovice: for dogs that have
not completed an obedience
training course. All work is
done with the dog on leash. The
exercises are the same as those
for Novice A and B-the handler
goes to the end of the leash when
the order "leave your dog" is
given.
If your dog has some
obedience training bring him to
the Match. Don't say he'd never
win a prize, he might surprise
you; or at- 'feast heinightbring_
home the "Boner Prize" for the
lowest scoring dog in his class!
For further information
concerning the Fun Match or
the Obedience Training Class
starting September 9, call Mrs.
Donna Jackson at 435-4218.
SHOW 'IM HOW TOUGH
LOU ARE 5HOW 'IM THAT
-YOU'VE BEEN LIVIN6 WITH
THE C0K0TE5 ! PUNCNIM OUT !
OH, OH---HERE
COMES SPIKE
HE CAN'T GET OFF THE
ISLAND. FINP HIM LATER
BASEBALL
STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Boston 77 51 602
Baltimore 69 58 543 7'2
New York fixt 64 500 13
Cleveland 59 67 468 17
Milwaukee 57 71 438 21
Detroit 51 78 395 26'2
West
Oakland 78 51 605
Kansas City 69 57 548 7'2
Texas 64 67 .489 15
Chicago 63 66 .488 15
Minnesota 61 69 .469 17' z
California 60 71 458 19
Monday's Results
Cleveland 5, Chicago 1
Baltimore at Kansas City,
ppd , rain
Minnesota 6, Milwaukee 3
Texas 1, Detroit 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (Alexander 5-7 and
Palmer 197) at Kansas City
(Leonard 9.5 and Busby 15-9),
2, n)
California (Figueroa 11.10) a!
Boston (Tian! 15 12), (ril
Chicago (Osteen 6-12) at
Cleveland (Bibby 4-13), (n)
Oakland (Siebert 3-3) at New
York (Hunter 17-12), (n)
Minnesota (Goltz 11,10) at
Milwaukee (Broberg 10-12), (n)
Detroit (Coleman 9-14) at
Texas (Perry 13,15), (n)
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 73 56 566 -
Philphia 70 59 .543 3
St. Louis 69 59 .539 3,..2
New York 67 62 .519 6
Chicago 60 71 .458 14
Montreal 55 72 .433 17
West
Cincinnati 85 44 .659
Los Angeles 68 62 .523 17V2
S.Francisco 63 66 .488 22
San Diego 60 70 .462 251/2
Atlanta 57 7.1 .435 29
Houston 50 82 .379 361/2
Monday's Results
Cincinnati 11, Chicago
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 0
Houston 3, St. Louis 3, 10 in-
nings, tie, rain
New York 4, San Diego 0




at Chicago (Stone 11.6)
Houston (Richard 9.8 and
Sosa 0-1) at St. Louis .(Reed 12-
9' and .4aststusserrtlf757:1"r4fr--
Atlanta (Easterly 1-6) at
Pittsburgh (Demery 63), (n)
New York (Tate 4-12) at San
Diego (Freisleben 5-13), In)
Philadelphia (Underwood 12,
8) t Los Angeles (Rau 10-81,
(n)
Montreal (Warthen 6-4 or
Fryman 8-9) at San Francisco
(Falcone 59). (n)
I CHANGEP MY MINI?






STATE CHAMPS- Nineteen years ago, the Murray American Legion won the state title and went on toploy in the Great Lakes Regional. Members of that teem were, top row, left to right, Gene Cahoon, coach,Ted Billington, Jerry Lee, Tommy Wells, Den Pugh, Eddie Wells, Thurman taker, Kenny Farrell and LubieVeele, coach. Front row, David Porker, batboy, Jerry Buchanan, Tommy McOure, Jimmy Futrell, DickStout, Larry Jetton, Nelson Shroat and Glen Brewer.
Sooners Should Stand
Alone At Season's End
By F. RICHARD CICCONE .
Associated Press Writer
Oklahoma.
The Sooners stood alone at
the top when the 1974 season
was over and there's every rea-
son to believe Barry Switzer's
team can extend its 29-game
unbeaten streak through the
1975 season and challenge again
for the national title.
Oklahoma is the Midwest's
best bet for the national crown,
but the usual gangs from Co-
lumbus, Ann Arbor, Lincoln
and South -Bend are around pre-
ening for top honors, bowl bids
and-strprernacrof MidWestern
football.
Michigan figures to be the
Big Ten leader with Ohio State
and Heisman Trophy winner
Archie Griffin close on the
Wolves' heels and Michigan












BUT I DON'T HAVE THE
AUTHORITY TO eIVE CAMP
gwAAAPY BACK TO THE
iNDAN5
HA!!-- NOTHING GLSE \NAS NECESSARY !!-- YOU'LL GET)YOUR $25.00 SHARE OF NN MILL ION - POLL,R FEE  
\ta.1 CO ONE MORE -ER- SMALL Liar
Michigan-Ohio State domination
of the Big Ten.
Nebraska is Oklahoma's
strongest challenger to the Big
Eight title which figures to be
decided in their season-ending
match at Norman, Okla. ,Colo-
rado boasts a splendid offense
and could generate enough
power to scare the Sooners
when they meet in the confer-
ence opener.
The section's perennial top
independent, Notre Dame, lost
all but one starter from the of-
fensive unit that nipped Ala-
bama. in the Orange Bowl and
Dan Devine, replacing Ara Par-
seghian at South Bend, faces
one of the tougher Irish sched-
ules in recent years.
Wisconsin also figures to
cause some trouble in the Big
Ten and Purdue, returning sev-
eral starters from each unit,
could be the conference dark-
horse.
Miami of Ohio, which finished
with a No. 10 rating nationally
in 1974, again looks to be the
strength of the Mid-American
Conference but non-conference
battles with Purdue, Cincinnati
and Michigan State could spell
an end to the Redskins' 23-
game unbeaten string.
In the Missouri Valley Con-
ference, Tulsa, 8-3 a year ago,
is expected to match that mark
and haul off another league
title.
Of the superpowers, only the
Sooners, who racked up an av-
erage 43 points a game in 11
straight wins last year, have
few holes to fill.
Switzer appears set to turn
the show over to Steve Davis,
the quarterback who ran and
passed for more than 1,500
yards last year, and Joe Wash-
ington, a dazzling runner who
scurried for 1,350 yards along
the ground. Back again is re-
ceiver Tinker Owens and most
of the strong defense, anchored
again by the Selmon brothers,
Dewey and Leroy.
Michigan's Bo Schembechler
says his defense will be strong
but the Wolves need to replace
quarterback Dennis Franklin,
gone after three years as a
starter. Mark Elzinga probably
will get the nod. Gordon Bell is
the Michigan game-breaker.
Ohio State's Woody Hayes al-
ways has a supply of talented,
big lineman and he'll need a
host of them to rebuild his
graduated lines on both units.
The Buckeyes also have to re-
place Neal Colzie, who patroled
the secondary for three years;
and Hayes confronts a tough
season start, facing Michigan
-Slate and Penn State in the
first two games.
A similar line rebuilding
problem faces Devine at Notre
Dame. He also has to find a
new backfield, including a
quarterback to replace three-
year starter Tom Clements. On
defense, Steve Niehaus is back
at either end or tackle for his
fourth varsity starting assign-
ment and the return of five
players suspended last year
could help Devine meet the
challenge of a schedule which
includes Michigan State, Boston
College, Purdue, Southern Cali,
fornia and Pitt.
Nebraska's biggest loss to
graduation was quarterback
David Humm, the southpaw sti-
nger who set a bunch of Husker
passing marks. Transfer Vince
Ferragamo, who came from
California, and Terry Luck,
could be the answers. Center
Rik Bonness leads a veteran of-
fensive line which could enable
the Huskers to have something
to say about Oklahoma's plans
for an Orange Bowl visit New
Year's night.
Charley Baggett, .one of the
most versatile quarterbacks
around, is the chief hope for
Michigan State's bid to unseat
rival Michigan and the Buck-
eyes from their rule of the Big
Ten.. Along with Baggett, the
Spartans have explosive Levi
Jackson at fullback and a vet-
eran set of lines. Coach Denny
Stoltz has 33 players returned
from last year's team.
Wisconsin will feature a solid
running attack led by Billy Ma-
rek and a strong set of blockers
featuring Dennis Lick. The
Badgers should be right in the
thick of the Big Ten race but
will have to find a solid re-
placendent - for departed- quar-
terback Greg Bohlig to get by
the big games with Michigan
and Ohio State.
Purdue, traditionally a spoil-
er, could do it again. The Boil-
ermakers have three-quarters
of their backfield back and
depth on both offense and de-
fense. Ken Long and offense
and Ken Novak on defense are
two of the best linemen in the
Midwest.
Iowa, Illinois and Minnesota
should provide a lot of points
but the three teams may not be
able to stop their opponents
from scoring. Indiana also has
to find a defense while North-
western will open with a solid
running game but .the usual-
shortage of depth.
Colorado's Bill Waddy and
Terry Kunz carry the brunt of
the running attack which the
Buffs hope will carry them to a
surprise happy ending in the
Big Eight race. David Williams
should be the starting quarter-
back but he will be challenged
by Jeff Austin, a transfer.
Oklahoma State and Missouri
will display versatile offenses,
but Missouri's non-conference
schedule against Alabama,
Michigan, Illinois and Wiscon-
sin, could wreck the Tigers'
season at the start.
Kansas and Kansas State are
in rebuilding years with new
coaches at each school and
Iowa State will again rely for
the big play on Luther Blue,
who has been moved from split
end to slotback to utilize his
running ability.
If Tulsa should stumble in the
MVC, New Mexico State and
West Texas State, two more
teams which strongly accent




Brad Boone and Patti
McIntosh claimed titles in the
Murray Country Club's junior
tennis championships.
In the boy's singles, Boone
defeated Ashley Smock 6-9 and
6-2 strhile in the girl's play.
McIntosh won 6-4 and 6-3 over
Susan Stripling.
Doubles play found Kevin
Ray and Boone combining to
take a 7-5, 6-4 win over Mark
Overbey and Ashley Smock
while in the girl's doubles,
McIntosh and Katherine
Simmons won 6-4 and 6-4 over
Robyn Ray and Susan Stripling.
Moves Up In Race
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) -
Ramo Stott has pulled to within
20 points of Butch Hartman in
the race *for the driving title in
the U.S. Auto Club stock car di-
vision.
Hartman, a four-time titlist,
holds an 1,860-1,840 points edge
over Stott, runnerup in 1973 and
third last season.
In other USAC divisions, Jim-
my Caruthers continhed to hold
the dirt car division lead after
weekend action. The 1970 USAC
midget champ led veterans Ar-
nie Knepper and Tom Bigelow.,
Sleepy Tripp already has the














Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED





LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.
Hughes Paint Store. 401
Maple St.










106N 6th Street, Murray, Ky
Buy Gold & Silver
Estate Appraisal
Phone 502 business 753-0140.
night 753-9232. Store hours Mon-
day 1-6, Tuesday-Saturday 10-6
ff 
Give yew earI Pew Mises.
Tim for • chock-op, ligktee-vs,





We bare weseea's, wen's IL





















is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland, Phone 753-8284.
Will sell on con-






NEWS is here! For
subscription information
contact: Larry Riter, 1503
W. Main, 753-6030.




fered. Frances Rule, 511
N. 17th, Mayfield, Ky.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver




Black collar. With silver
ornaments. Reward. Call
753-8584.
LOST: WILL the person
who took two potted





keep 2 children in my
home. Weekdays for the
academic year. Call 753-
9520.
MATURE PERSON for
part-time work in snack
bar at Murray Drive In
Theatre, must work
Friday and Saturday
night. Call Tommy Brown









Manfred Kollman at 642-
9161 for an appointment to
discuss this opening.
TWO FULL time men to
work in scrap yard. Must
be able to operate cutting
torch. Apply Monday
through Friday, 7:30-5 p.
m. Murray Metals, Hwy.
121 S.
WANT SOMEONE to stay




free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile


















































































Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle


























































































































































































































































together. Part time or full










The sooner you call,




14. Want To Buy
USED AIR CON-
DITIONERS. Phone
Brandon Dill, 753-1551 or
753-9104.
64-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 1/2" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
15. Articles For Sale
TWO YOUTH beds and
mattresses. Call 753-6620
between 10 a. m. and 5 p.
m.
HERTERS 12 and 20 guage
shot gun, shell reloader,
516 red dot powder, 1000
primers, 1100 Wads, 100 1
lb. shot. All for $110. See




wire. 39" high, 6" stay.
NINE - 80 rod spools
American made, 4 point
heavy duty barbed wire.
95-6 ft. steel post. Ap-




USED SET OF En-
cyclopedia In-
ternational's. Just like
new. Call after 4:30, 753-
9459.
RECLINER, $19.00. Coffee
table, $3.75. Three grade
school chairs $4.00 each.
Rug (braided) $10. Call
436-2285.
LARGE FLOOR safe,








15. Articles For Sale
DRAPERIES AND
traverse rods. Different
lengths and widths. Call
753-5992.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
LIKE NEW portable 200
amp DC gas welder, 350
watts of AC 110 power,
$850; burning outfit less
tanks, $85. Call 436-2538.
Ask for Nick.
DRESSES AND pantsuits.
Size 10. Call 753-5175.
16. Home Furnishings
GOLD CUT velvet couch
and chair. Mediterranean
style. Call 753-6033 after 5.
TWO 40" FRIGIDAIRE
ranges. Call 753-4353 after
5 p. m.
ONE BLONDE 3 piece
bedroom suit, nine piece
formal dining room suit,
early American den
furniture, one Broyhill









CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
AGRI-PRODUCTS is now
taking orders for fall
grain bins. We also have
gooseneck grain trailers
in stock. Miracle Span
farm buildings are ready
for delivery. Call 753-2958.
1952 20 FERGUSON tractor
with 2, 12" plows. Call 436-
2434.
960 CASE COMBINE with
chopper and 18 four rice
tires, duel wheels, 13'
bean header, 3 row
narrow corn head. Call
753-9502.
TIMOTHY HAY and team
wagon, mowing machine
and disc. Call 437-4620.
FOUR ROW CORN header,
Massey Ferguson No. 43.
Used one year. Shelled 70
acres. Call W. P. West,
435-4467.
D-6 CATERPILLAR dozer
977 cat loader, 4 storage
tanks, and diesel fuel,
Backhoe, 1971 2 ton
Chevrolet dump truck.
Good shape, good price.




70 h. p. Johnson power
trim. Custom trailer,
many extras. Call 753-8045
after 5 o'clock.
1973 ASTROGLASS AND
trailer with a 1974 115 h. p.
Mercury completely
rigged. Call Jim Gibson,
489-2195.
ONE SET OF DULOP
classic golf clubs and bag.
8 irons, 4 woods, putter.
Used twice. Call 753-8552.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753-
3226 after 4.
Another View
s'iOU MEAN THIS IS "(OUR FIRST HOLD-UP?
I FIND 11-1AT HARP TO BELIEVE."
20. Sports Equipment
24' JET BOAT seats 12
people, used 30 hours.
With new trailer, will sell
or trade for automobile.
Call 436-2427.
55 LB. SHAKESPERE






DKUM SET and trumpet
and 2 bikes. Call 492-8374.
REPOSSESSED COLOR
T.V. and stereo. Balance









J. & B. Music
753-7575
12' SEARS SUPER.,game
fisher, full floating, 9.9 h.
p. Sears motor. Less than
10 hours. Like new. Both







Oak and Hickory. Cut to
order. Call 753-6477.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 50 DUKE 2 bedroom
carpeted. Air conditioner,
gas heat. 12th and Main.
Call 753-7195 or 851-3317.
12 x 65 CLAYTON trailer,
1970 model. $3,600.00. Call
593-3040 or 593-3842. Big
Sandy.
1975 SCHULT, 14 x 70. All
electric, central heat and
air. Call 753-8566.




28. Heating & Cooling
SALE ON DUO-THERM
roof mount air con-
ditioner. Arrowhead
Camper Sale. Highway 80




6:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Permanent Press Cycles Available
Wash-15'




Just like new. Call 474-
/355.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
30. Business Rentals
1 RentalPropertyCourt Square Rental Property
for lease Ut stetgatiaole terms.
ate Office Billiati4 with_ ?whim,
sr hi%Woad corner of Few.
til stmt mod Menlo Street in
Murray, kontocity with perking
immediately in front of said
balding. Call 753-4031 otter
500 p.m. et 753-4061 before
5:00 p.m.





29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 55
trailer, air conditioner,




Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces





tras. For . more in-
formation call 753-7791 or
753-3190.
GARAGE FOR 16 FT. boat,
preferably within city
limits or near lake. Call
753-9736 after 4:30.
LOCAL COUPLE wish to
rent or buy a house in the
country with 4th. Call
753-1911.
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All










and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for couple. Ideal
location adjacent to
campus. $80.00. 753-8585.
VACANT, NICE large 2


















lake property, 6 miles
from Paris Landing State
Park. $125.00 per month.
Call 901-642-5590.
NICE THREE ROOM
furnished apartment for 2
people. All utilities fur-
nished. $125.00 per month.
Call 753-7243.
32 Apaiments For Rent
For Rent
ice large furnished





33. Rooms For Rent




preferred. Call 753-6776 or
762-2896.
ROOMS FOR boys nice and
private. Central air and
heat. Kitchen, half block
from campus. Call 436-
5479.
34. Houses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for 3








within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 4th
& Maple Streets, phone
753-7333. We have local
and out of state buyers
and handle property of all
kinds, in both Kentucky
and Tennessee. We need
your listings now. Home
phones: Fulton E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
FIVE ACRES set up for
mobile homes. Located
near Hamlin, Ky. only a
mile from Kentucky
Lake. Fifteen mobile
home pads already in
with space for several
more. Extra large deep
well. Four septic units,
Electric poles to many of
the sites. Here is an op-
portunity to buy a mobile
home court reasonably.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
46. Homes For Sale










1973 YAMAHA 500 street
bike with windsheild.
Home 489-2733.
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
1975 HARLEY DAVISON,
Super Glide. Call 354-8569.
1972 YAMAHA 200 twin
cylinder street bike.
Excellent condition. Call
527-8411 after 4 p. m.
1971 175 HONDA road bike.
Call 753-3596. In good
condition.
1972 HONDA CL350. Call
7534182 after 5 p. m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
THE QUALIFIED per- 1969 CHEVELLF., Unecoxsonnel at Guy Spann Custom designed electricRealty are waiting to talk guitar. Call 753-4913.FURNISHED, THREE to you regarding your real.
oegoLa house:446i.-..,,,Otale.nit!rla. pyLtopla,--Aliger
Lake for: fall, winter, audc.21141:-......111/Atigi.VA 16.a.sall._-:,
spring or weekly. Call 362- or drop by the office at 901
4738. Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
A QUIET PLACE IN the
hills. Modern 2 bedroom
country home with peach
and apple orchard, also




furnished. 13 miles from
Murray. $200 per month.
Call 753-7987 or 901-352-
3805.
37. livestock - Supplies
GENTLE MARE, bridle
and saddle. Also com-











months to] year. Call 901-
247-3232 between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m., 901-247-5570





















MOVING - Mulst Sell
stove, $40 00. Call 753-
4131.
43 Real Estate •
NICE 2 BEDROOM mobile
home on waterfront lot in
Croppie Hollow, com-
pletely furnished and has
a screened in sun deck.




GREAT BUY for $23,500,
Three bedroom brick
veneer home with electric




Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th or call 753-8080
ROBERTS REALTY
located (in South 12th at
Sycamore has five.
licensed and bonded sales
personnel /0 serve you
plus twenty years (ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 in-
come by our office. We
like to allk REAL
ESTATE.
44. lots For Sale
$10 DOWN, will buy a large
1100' x 200') Kentucky
Lake access lot. Total
price of $2995 includes
central water tap in.
Phone, 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER AT MIDWAY,
3 bedroom combination
sewing and laundry room,
electric heat and air
conditioner, carport and
two big garage or
workshop on 1 acre. Call
753-5765.
FIVE ACRES of prime
land under new fence with
3 bedroom brick home.
Two outbuildings and
large oak tree in yard.
One metal barn with
lights and water, 116 x 40
block utility building with
lights and water. Three
miles from court square
on East side of town under
$40,000. Call 753-8500.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-




big porch, good condition.
$3,000. Call 753-4627 or 489-
2324.
FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful spacious, 3
bedroom home at 1409
Dudley. Call 753-4381.
SIX ROOM HOUSE, lit
baths, 6 miles fron'i city
limits. 40 x 40 garage, 10
acres of land, deep well,
256 ft. highway frontage.
Will trade for house in
town. Call 436-5560
BY OWNER, delightful 3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, all ap-
pliances, dining room and
den. Big shady lot. 401 N
10th. Asking $26,500. Call
753-0690.
1700 AUDUBON, 3
bedroom, 2 baths, family
room, fireplace, dining
room, carpet drapes. Call
753-3960.
COI,DWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate Landry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
IRTIrlr`13-007-';19113
Chevy 60t1r/ bo" Orn- truCk
$1800; Tamdem low boy
tilt trailer, 1200 lbs.
capacity $200; 1962 Chevy
34 ton pickup $300; 2 1957
Chevy's both for $175;
1959 GMC with boom and
4 cylinder Wisconsin
power wench. Ready to
mount $950. Call 436-2538,
ask for Nick.
1969 INTERNATIONAL .2
ton with grain bed. 1964
International 2 ton. 1964
Ford 2,2 ton. Call 753-
2350.
1967 FORD FALCON, 24
mpg, doesn't burn oil
Call between 12 noon and
4 p. m., 767-4444.
1969 CHEVELLE 350 white
exterior and black in-
terior red shag, rough
body can be seen at 1630
Main Street. Make Offer.
Call 753-0239.
1968 OPAL CADET wagon.
Nice. $650. Call 753-1566.
1970 GTO, automatic and
air. Call 753-5686.
50. Campers
POP UP CAMPING trailer
with stove, refrigerator
and furnace. Excellent
condition. Call Ben Nix,
753-1372 or 753-3785.
1974 TRAIISTAR, /iambi
deluxe, sleeps six. Used
twice. Outstanding




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,2 mile east





under your house. Also










David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. No
job too small. Call 753-
7488.
WINDOWS WASHED, also




WILL MOW lots. Call 753-
1980. D. 0. Parks.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room ad-




















Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.




home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing




babysitting in my home.
Call 753-13211
NEEDLEWORK, QUILTS,
large enough for bed-







Call 7534827 or 753.9618.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trician needs work. Free
estimates. No job too
small. Call 753-7488.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-








PROFESSIONAL TRICIAN - Prompt,
Jj_ANIT°R1A4- service-No.4d? -
-uallY7041rwee:'earPets, by small. Call Ernestfloors, walls, furniture. White. 753-0605.









No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 anytime.
WE DO hay hauling. Call
753-6477.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-





Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
54. Free Column
FINE SIX WEEK OLD
kittens and mother Call ,
436-2415.
FREE TO GOOD home full
blooded collie about 6








This Is Net An Open Sete
This is tidy e partial list mere emeipment expected by sale dets A
few items are subject tis prier sale.
20-711ACTORS
Fennel 020-0 Hydro, Fennel 1154-12 with Dish, Fennall-Wide
Front IL 3 PT., Ceb-Plew, Disc, Celtivanse, IL Mower, Formal 100-0
1947, Mt. 606 Gas & 2050 leader, Ford 601 lad like, 51-1100 Freak
Overhaul For IN, Fannie 1064 Low News, Fermi 40 Gins, lit.
Deers 4430 Owed %age Cab IL Air, 111(-1466 Excelleurt.lew News.
AC 190 Ges With Plea, 1972 Mt. TD-9 %ler alth 6 Way Made, Case
930 Diesel 1104 Model, 190 XT Diesel 1967 Medd 65 MF•With
Power Shoring.
29 COMBINES
1972 Deere 4400 Rasp, 1972 Deere 4400 Spike, Nevi INC 715-15 Ft
1 Edna, New INC 7)5 13 Ft & Extras, MF-410-11ydre 1970, MI -4)0
Quick Tedi 1949, A% 300 1946 11441411, I11C.115 Hydro 1972, 15(.915
Nfdre 1971, 15(.403 Hydro 1970, INC 403 Belt 19611, I11C.303 1967,
INC-303 L.P. 1107, INC.1115 Diesel 197i Illedel, 51.510 1966 Model,
INC 744 Corm Unit, INC 743 Cern Unit, INC 727 Corn Unit, INC 479
Core Unit.
NAT ELKIIPMEWE
Hesston No. 30 Stucker Heaney Ne. 30 Stack Meyer INC N. 990
Windrower 1974, Vermeer 605 II Wm, Deere No. 14 7 %Mr. Deere
No I Mower, Deer* No 9 MOINIK , Ford Mower, Deere Ney Ceti
Miami, 32 Ft. Grail & Nay Elevator
SSIOP EQUIPMENT
LAW Mi. 1 Mille, Grimier, tarp rettbarg Lath*, Largo Nelson
Diesel Space Neater, beney No. 760 Steam (lesser
COTTON PICKERS
Intension-end No. 420 With Cab, ID Ni.99
imrusanas
3 Sets New IA & W Duels, (2) No. $405 Ten Nook Beth fertlizer
Spreadee. Nissen m.a.i 112 400 BY. Greta Cart, (3) McCertly 275
BU. Grevity Sods, INC 4 Wheel Trailer, Trailer 1 165 1142. Gravity
111•41, 131 Deere 125-5 BIM. Mews, INC Ns. 511-5 ITN. Ma, Case 15
Ft. Who'll Dist, grease 15 Ft. Wheel Disc, Deere 10 Ft. Offset Disc
Deere 10 Ft. KU, Twyliseway I Ft. Disc, 131 S Ft. Rotary Mowers, 15
Ft. Sidwindor Bet Wm., IS Ft. Terreinkimp let Witty INC Grimier
Mixer, Farmisand Siker Sex, Gringo-a-Vidor Slope Box. 3 Penn
Utility Owl*, Ferinhand Front Loader, NW* 2 New Mader, Deere
Matimere Spreader, M.F. S ITM Plea, INC 4 ITM. Plow, Deers 4
BIM. Plow, Feed 20.. cutave.... Ford 4 Item Cettiveter. 2511 • INC
Cern Picker, I Set 23.1 i2 IL C Combine Toes, Deere 104 - 4 raw
Ceftiveter, Deere Nyi. Cylinder, 3 Pt. Nay Perk, 2 ROW leery Nee. 4
I.. notary Nee, Deere Chick Mitch Alt., NP Quick Mitch An. INC
Ni. 4004, Piannte, 10 Ft. Easy FM, 10 Ft Desire het Spreader, INC
10 Ft Offset Disc, Deere Smeardren *itch, Dwane. Roller Narrow.
INC, 470 19 h. Disc, 3 Point Pest hew, Deere 12 Ft. Groin Drill, 4
lila Pest Ismer Celt, Deere I54 liMPs, Coltinew, Sank Fred
Wheel he Dews. 2 Wheel Impheineet Trailer Gamier 3 Ask Ise-
dement Trail.. wet. Winch, leek INC 1 Ton Track, C.raftsinan %Nag





Tenets: Cask Day d Sale
We Are Beyine Trades-Selling Deily
For Further lesteratiseieet Call
*el Frownen-heenme Medidery Cs. 932.7151
Overtan Real Estate & Auction Co.
Toms 583.1 541 origin 4633 Moths, Moor. Auctioneer
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Businessman's Corner
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
This series of columns is prepared by the
advertising staff of The- Murray Ledger 8
Times Left to right ore Barbara Alexander,
advertising manager: and Frank Gonzales
and Debra Miller, sales people. Contact any
one of them at 753-1919 for assistance with
your advertising program.
WHAT NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
CAN AND CANNOT DO
Newspaper advertising has many things expected of it,
but looking at it with logic, the main job your ads should
Accomplish is getting people to come into your place of
business, unless you offer a product that can be
purchased by mail or phone.
The way some merchants treat the public coming
through their front doors today, you would get the im-
pression that they expect the customer to be ready to buy
the moment he sets foot in the store. While some may in
deed be nearly ready to buy, this is usually the exception
rather than the rule.
A good newspaper advertisement will, (1) Get the po
tential buyer's attention and hold it long enough to get
your message across to him. (2) Give sufficient informa-
tion to encourage the reader to either come in immediate-
ly, or clip the ad to remind him to come at his early con
venience. 13) Pre-sell him on what you are offering in
your advertisement - up to a point. When, the buyer
enters your establishment many other factors influence
him; the store's general attractiveness, how he is greeted
by the first person who approaches him, how well he is
• -haitk' dft w Ak10,.P lit*rbi.14;v- limn-Cm al*
• • words, you could have 100 potential customers respond to
'your newspaper advertising, and yet if something else
turns the deal sour, they may well leave your store with
out you ever knowing what brought them in. Just a few
occurrences like this could change your advertising re
stilts picture to the point where you would conclude your
ads weren't pulling as they should.
It Inust be_ remembered that your newspaper adver-
tising is only one member of your selling team, and
covers only one portion of the "field." To obtajipt he re
suits you want, each member of your team man do his
part efficiently. You can't blame the second baseman for
an error on the part of an outfielder. Newspaper adver
tising, effectively written and consistently placed, WILL
bring you the results you want when all other factors are
equal. Naturally, since your response to newspaper
advertisirig depends largely on the human element, you
,can't hope to bat 1,000 with every ad. But then, is there
- anything that works perfectly 100% of the time?
Newspaper advertising will NOT correct the inequities
caused by other factors, bring people to your place of
business in droves during adverse weather conditions.
make up the difference between "good business" and
had business" due to poor location, or rectify poor
business conditions overnight. All else being in order,
many business problems can be traced directly to IN -
consistency in your newspaper advertising efforts!
Yes, you can advertise your way to better business
health in the pages of this newspaper!
; •
•
.'VEXT WEEK: SHOULD YOU PREPARE YOUR OWN
ADS OR SEEK HELP?
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 26,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Repos t Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 569 Est 600 Barrows & Gilts
.75-mostly 1.00 lower Sows uneven weights
under 350 1.00-2.00 lower Over 350 steady
50 lower
US 1-2 2013-230 lbs 868.00-5850
US 1-3 200-240 'be  657.50-5800
US 2-4 240-260 lbs  65675-5750
US 3-4 260-280 lbs  866:25-56 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs  64900-5600
US 1-3 300-150 lbs  649:50-50.00
US 1-3450-650 lbs  $513.00-51 00
US 2-3000-500 Its 6.48.00-49 00
Boars 538 00-41 00
Federal State
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service Satur
day August 23 Murray, Ky.
Murray Livestock Market: Livestock
weighed on arrival.
Compared to last Week Slaughter cows
i .00 higher. feeder strong to SO higher.
Slaughter Cows Utility 20 00-22 75, Cutter
17.00-20 M. Canner 14.00-17 00
Feeder Steers. ("Twice 500-750 lbs 26 00-
28,00, Good 300-500 Its. 21 00-24.00 500-703
lbs. 2200-2800
Feeder Heifers Choice 300.500 lbs 2000-
51,00. 500-700 lbs 21 00-24 03, Good 300-500
lbs. 16 00.20(51. 500-700 lbs 1800.21 00
STOCK MARKET
Riess' at stocks of local interest at noon
today tarilebed tc the Ledger ix TImes by
1. IL mart as ere eadelhows:
Airco 18% -




AT&T  ' 451'a unc
Boise Cascade ni4
Ford X% -44
Gen. Motors  47% -At
Gen Tire  14% -%
Goodrich .. 175a +%
Gulf Oil  20% unc
Penn wa It 73',4 "4







NPR Coverage Of UN
Pr9_es of Mock of local interest at noon,
'MT, today, Nrrushed t• the ledger &
Ilrneo by First of Michigaa, Corp., of
Murray, are as folJows
U.S Homes  5% -%
Kaufman & Broad 7% -%
Ponderosa Systems  its411
Kimberly Clark .27 unc
Union Carbnie 80% +8,11
W R Grace 25% -4.
Texaco  33% -%
General Elec  44L4 -4 t
GAF Corp .   10 unc
G•ottpa Peak   42% Ati
2514 -ki8
],m Walters 35% -4
..... ids  , 13% unc
41% -%
lin &Int 24% J.
WKMS-FM, the radio voice of
Murray State University, will
broadcast National Public
Radio coverage of major
portions of an upcoming session
of the United Nations General
Assembly on "A New In-
ternational Economic Order."
Broadcasts will be heard at
8:30 p.m. (CDT) Monday
through Friday, Sept. 1-5.
Special sessions of the U.N.
are rare, called only at times
when a particularly urgent set
of world conditions exist. The
meeting next week will be only
the seventh special session in
the U.N.'s 30-year history.
NPR's Josh Darsa will anchor
the broadcast coverage. He will
be assisted by Pauline
rrederick,-TongtiTne
newswoman for NBC at the
U.N., who will be contributing
her analysis and interviews.
Addtional scheduling of live
coverage of speeches by
dignitaries, including U. S.
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, will be made
available and announced to the
listening public.
WKMS-FM, at 91.3 on the FM
band, broadcasts from 8 a.m. to
midnight daily and has been an
affiliate of the NPR network
since Aug. 1, 1972. NPR is the
nation's only noncommercial
radio network and is comprised
'of more than 170 member
tations in the U.S. and Puerto
hinior Golf Banquet
At Club On Thursday
The Junior Golf Trophy
Banquet for the Murray
Country Club will be held at the
chit( house on Thursday, August
28, at six p. m.
Each one is asked to bring a
covered dish, according to
Marilyn Contri 'and Beverly





Ralph H. Tidwell of 519 South
Seventh Street died Monday at
seven p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 59 years of age.
Mr. Tidwell, a painter, was a
member of the Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church and a
veteran of World War II. He and
his wife, the former Lucy
Strader, who survives, were
married November 7, 1936.
Born August 7, 1916, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Joe Tidwell and
Lula Hastings Tidwell. He was
preceded in death by four
brothers, Rural, Oxford,
Ledford (Sam), and Raymond
Tidwell, and one half-sister,
Mrs. Omie Overbey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lucy Tidwell, 519 South Seventh
Street; one son, Sammy Tid-
well, 1617 Wiswell Road; two
sisters, Mrs. Marvin ( Lois) Hill,
Murray Route Four, and Mrs.
Solon (Pearl) Shackelford, 703
Elm Street.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Coy
Garrett and Rev. Tommy
Martin officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.





Funeral services for George
William ( Bill) Gardner were
held Monday at three p.m. at
the chapel of the Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn., with Bro.
Earl Claude and Bro. Priestley
Scott officiating.
Burial was in the Wofford
Cemetery' in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Mr. Gardner, age 81, died
early Sunday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and was married to the
former Vera Williams on March
21, 1917, who survives. Born
March 6, 1894, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late George William Gard-
ner, Sr., and Martha Marberry
Gardner.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vera Gardner, Route Two,
Dover, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Vida Crutcher, and one
son, Lacy Gardner, both of
Dover, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Nell Simpson, Murray; two
brothers, Rode! Gardner,
Puryear, Tenn., and John
Gardner, Hickory; one grand-
child; two great grandchildren.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Laks, 7 a.m. 356.0,
no change. Below dam 302.0, up
0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.0, up
0.1. Below dam 303.8, up 0.8.
Sunset 7:36 p.m. Sunrise 6:22
a. m.
Mrs. Lola D. Crick
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Lola Daugherty Crick
died Monday at 7:30 a. m. at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
She was 82 years of age and a
resident of 509 North 17th
Street, Mayfield.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home with Rev. Heston
Milligan officiating. Burial will
be in the Murray City Cemetery
here.
Mrs. Crick who was a
member of the First
Presbyterian Church, Mayfield,
is survived by her husband,
Elvis Crick, and two half
sisters, Mrs. Genoa Iwisick of
Windsor, Ontario, Canada, and
Mrs. Tom Wyatt, Paducah.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Cochrum
Final rites for Mrs. Audie
Cochrum of Coldwater were
held Monday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Vester
Moreland and Bro. Richard
Adams officiating.
Pallbearers were Gerald
Rule, Michael and Jack
Hopkins, Roy Wayne Turner,
Bill and Ted Wilkerson, Ken-
neth Ray and Dale Cochrum.
Burial was in the Salem
Cemetery.
- MPBr- Cociesen,- age 84, died
Saturday at three p. m. Her
husband, Charlie Cochrum,
died December 21, 1971. She is
survived by 'five daughters,
Mesdames Ezzie Turner,
Monroe Wilkerson, Frank
Baker, Miller Hopkins, and Jim
Farmer, three sons, Nathan,
Taz, and Herman Cochrum, one
brother, Herman Richie,
eighteen grandchildren, twenty-,
three great grandchildren, and




three year old son of John Hugh
Davender and Kathleen Hales
Cavender of Little Rock, Ark.,
drowned Monday at the marina
of Lake Barkley State Resort
Park.
The little boy was reportedly
feeding ducks from the back of
a houseboat when he fell into
Lake Barkley. The boat was
owned by Paul Walker of
Hopkinsville, according to Dan
Thomas, Trigg County Civil
Defense director.
The Cavenders were reported
to be visiting the Walker family
when the death occurred.
The Fuqua-Hinton Funeral
Home of Hopkinsville had
charge of arrangements there,
but the body was sent to Little
Rock, Ark., for funeral and
burial services.
Introducing Randy Dobson and Jean Murdock
lean Murdock of Murray Route Seven, Lynn Grove area, has been with the
Rowe for sixteen years, and  as teller at the North Ilimach. She is •
graduate of Farmington High School and Drolike's Cape Si,. bin
also token the Dale Carnegie C  She is • monivor of the Wigwag Chapel
Church of Christ and was formerly a number of Hie Calloway Homemakers Chris
end local PTA units. Her hobbies are babysitting anti_ her giandchildriin, cons
collecting. and family genealogy. She and her husband, Witham N elerdeck, bare
one daughter, Mrs. Mike (Carolyn) Manning, and two sons, Nelson sad Ray Mar
dock Ne• three grandchildren are Melissa and Michael Manning and Brian Mar
dock
Randy Dobson is a parttime teller at the North Branch while • junior pre low
strident at Murray State University N. is • graduate of Renton High School end
len as his hobbies, golf, booting, and toiled'. Ms is antailter of • Baptist Church
and of Phi Sigma Alpha and Phi Alpha Theta honor fraternities. Na and his wife,
Nancy, reside at 1203 Payne Street, Murray.
It's the People that make the difference at...





The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, August 28,
at 7:30 p. m. at the club
grounds.
Pete Haywood, president,
said this will be the monthly
business meeting and urges all
members to attend.
Opening Available In
Three Year Old Group
Applications for the three
year old group for the fall term
at Murray Cooperating Pre-
school, located in Gleason Hall
at North 12th and Payne
Streets, are now being taken.
The fall term starts on
Wednesday, September 3.
No openings are available in
the four hear old group, said Ila
Brown who added that persons
may call her at 753-6513 for
further information.
Kent Jurors Turn Attention To
Possible Liability Of Governor
CLEVELAND (AP) - Jurors
deliberating a claim for dam-
ages as a result of the Kent
State University shootings have
turned their attention to the
possible liability of Gov. James
A. Rhodes.
The jury received new in-
structions Monday dealing with
legal questions of Rhodes' in-
volvement in the May 4, 1970,
shooting in which four students
were killed and nine wounded.
The shooting came during a
confrontation between guards-
men and students protesting
the U.S. incursion into Cam-
bodia during the Vietnam war.
The students who were-
wounded and the survivors of
those who were killed are seek-
ing $46 million in damages
TOBACCO JUDGING WINNERS-Terry Slade, 13, and Bill
Glisson, 14, were the local winners in the Tobacco Fair held
in Louisville August 20. Slade won first place in dark-fired,
junior division, and Glisson won first place in senior division
air-cured.
Staff Photo by David Hill
from M present and former
state officials and guardsmen,
including Rhodes.
The brief court session on
Monday centered on an error
jurors spotted in the 80 pages
of instructions given them by
U.S. District Court Judge Don
J. Young.
Young had told jurors that
Rhodes could be held liable to
the shooting victims if the ju-
rors answered yes to a series of
questions, including that of
whether Rhodes' decision to
send guardsmen to Kent State
"was a reasonable judgment
made in good faith."
The instruction should have
told the jurors that Rhodes
could not be held liable in that
event, Young said.
He presented a substitute in-
struction and asked the jurors
whether it ended the confusion.
They nodded their heads and
then returned to the locked jury
room. The substitute also was
approved by attorneys in the
case.
A vote of nine of the 12 jurors
is sufficient to find whether a
defendant is liable financially.
If the jury determines any of
the defendants is liable, a sec-
ond trial will determine the
amount due any plaintiff.
Carroll. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Gable said further that Car-
roll has said he would accept
Gable's challenge to a public
debate but "We can't even get
a conversation going" on dates
for it.
Gable said another example
of Carroll's lack of truthfulness
was statements he said Carroll
made to statewide candidates
in last spring's primary prom-
ising to stay out of those races.
Asked if some of those candi-
dates now would support the
Republican ticket, Gable said:
"That kind of information will
come to light a little later and
on Nov. 4 (the general election
date)."
* ** Oil Chemical & Atomic *
* *
* Workers International ** *
* Union Local 3-819 *
* *
Supports *. *
UAW Loccil 1061- .*
In Their Attempt
To Get A Fair *
And Just Contract *
-Paid Advertisement s.-
****************3t
En: f Summer Sale
Container Stock
Landscape material:
Safely planted any time of the year, because roots are undisturbed. Plants
simply slip out of container. No tearing or cutting of roots.
Plant Reg. Sale
Barberry Red 4.75
Barberry Red Dwarf 475




Cherry Laurel 4  75
Cedar, Blue Atlas .18.50
Cleyara Japonica 12.50
Cotoneaster Congesta 4  75
Cotoneaster Lowfast 4  75
Ilex Boulder Creek 4  75
Ilex Buford Holly 4,75
Ilex Buford Holly 
Ilex Dwarf Burford Holly 4 75
Ilex Dwarf Burford Holly 7 25
Ilex Carissa 8  50
Ilex Convexa 4.75
Ilex Convexa 7.25



























Ilex Hetzi .7.25 5.50
Ilex Nellie R Stevens 4.75 3.50
Ilex Nellie R. Stevens 7  25 5.50
Juniper, Blue Rug 7.25 5.50
Juniper, Blue Pacific 7  25 5.50
Juniper Andorra 4.75 3.50
Ligustrum, Curly Leaf 3.50
Liriope,Monkey Grass....4.75 3.50
Mahonia,
Golden Abundance 17.50 13.50
Mahonia, Compacta 17.50 13.50
Nandina Nona 8.50 7.50
Pampas Grass 4.75 3.50
Pas Grass_„„ m-ra 5. 0.00
Pine, Loblolly A.25 3.00
Pyracantha, Red Elf 3.00 4.00
Pyracantha, Red Elf J.50 6.00
Pyracantha, Red Elf 17.50 12.50
Pyracantha,
Ruby Mound 5.00 4.00
Pyracantha,
Ruby Mound 17.50 12.50
Taxus, Hicks (Yew) 4  75
Taxus Hicks
Sale Starts Friday, Aug. 29th
Shirley Florist
Garden Center
7.25
3.50
5.50
753-2944
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